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Introduction

Three months have rolled by since our last issue, and while they may have brought with 

them long Summer days, the alternate toil of work and education and the occasional surfeit of 

raspberries, they haven’t brought me any peace. And why should they? 

I should have known it when I started this, of course: making a magazine quarterly 

doesn’t mean one gets to laze around for the months between the issues. We’re even now still 

receiving a steady stream of submissions and queries, and piled on top of that has been the 

matter of advertising, finding a fantastic cover artist, ferreting out a Guest Writer for this issue 

– and that’s without even mentioning all that business with the print issue. Having a dead tree 

edition of Semaphore’s debut is glorious, but finding the time to wrap, stamp, address and post 

them all was slightly less so. There may now be copies of Semaphore’s first ever issue resting in 

shelves from the National Archives here in New Zealand to homes in Thailand, Jordan and the 

Philippines, but sometimes I wonder whether it really was worth the lingering taste of stamp 

glue.

But now Summer is almost gone, and the proverbial Ides are set to roll by, hopefully with 

less incident than that other time. This issue sees the return of Kate Smith, with the sequel to 

December’s “Bad Hair Nights,” and Jason R. Wallace, with a series of three poems. I am also 

very pleased to announce this quarter’s guest writer: fantasy author Sherwood Smith. 

Sherwood is the author of over twenty published books and many short stories; her story 

“Mom and Dad at the Home Front” was a finalist for the 2001 Nebula Award for Best Short 

Story, and her novel Crown Duel was a staple of my childhood reading. I cannot express how 

proud I am to have her work feature in Semaphore.

Oh, and there’s another article on Tea Abuse. It’s a serious issue, and therefore my sense 

of civic duty compels me to ensure that as many people have access to information about it as 

possible.

- Marie Hodgkinson
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Nothing Like The Sun? 

By Jason R. Wallace

Shakespeare'll spout roses,

rattle off Romeos and Antonys,

pluck the sparkle from those dew-eyed, darling buds of May

and toss it, flicked wrist,

into your aspect and your eyes.

That Bard'll blind you with his eloquence

and knock you onto solid earth.

How droll.

How very local.

I have seen,

too well for worthiness,

your mortal majesty:

the grand and glorious waves,

rolling, curling, crashing

on the surface of your ocean eyes,

crying "Fie!

Fie upon you, fathoms!

Thou shalt never know,

with intimate conclusion,

my capes and caverns,

the depths that 

seize breath

and smother it with fever dreams
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of beauty grasped

in awestruck fingers."

I know,

too deeply to recall,

that you are a stranger, a rogue 

within this world of blood and barbarism.

I know the path of man

and all that, in kind, travels

can never lead to your

oh-so-real otherworld,

can never speak of such magic,

lest they streak the shine of wonder.

Your essence is not among us.

It is, I stress and stress again,

beyond my reach,

beyond the stretching of our science,

the tip-toed touch of our words,

even the arms at length

of God himself,

for you live 

exalted,

spread out across what space and time

can only hope to dream to measure.

Shakespeare'll spout of his mistress,

"She's nothing like the sun,"

but I will never do the same.
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Sweet Elizabeth,

you are light,

power, 

immortal energy

for my all-too-weary cosmos.

Your soul surely cradles

all my stars and supernovae,

soothing and caressing

their troubled brows and furrowed flames.

You are my sun.

You will burn eternal,

bright and brilliant,

in the chambers of my heart. 
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The Snake-Wife

By Euan Harvey

Vincent started again as soon as the van stopped. "Lek! Lek! We're here, now go and find 

a spot. Go, go, go!" Fluttering hands accompanied this as Vincent shooed Lek from the car.

Lek got up from his seat near the door –the smallest and least comfortable of all the seats 

in the van – and slid the door open. Moving in the awkward half-crouch that the van's roof 

required, Lek shuffled forward, then stepped out of the van and into the sunlight.

The heat hit him in the face immediately. Vincent had the air-conditioning turned way 

down in the van, and by contrast, the dry-season air outside was Sahara-hot. It was bright too. 

Lek had to squint, and even then his eyes still hurt.

"Oh, Le–ek." Vincent's voice made a little sing-song sound from Lek's name. "I think 

you've forgotten something, Lek. Have you forgotten something, little Lek? I think you have, 

you know."

A muscle tightened in Lek's jaw. If it wasn't for the –

He cut the thought off. It was pointless. And he didn't want his face to show his thoughts 

when he looked at Vincent. The man would fire him without thinking twice.

"Lekky? Oh, Mr. Lek?" Vincent called.

Lek turned round and peered back into the cool gloom of the van. Cold air brushed his 

face. Vincent sat with his legs crossed, leaning back against the white leather of the seat. He 

looked the very picture of sartorial elegance: immaculately pressed tropical linen, perfectly 

groomed hair, hand-painted silk tie.

Beside him lounged The Model. Lek didn't know her name – but he knew her face well 

enough. It stared out with heavy-lidded eyes from billboards all over the world. She was Thai –
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with skin so perfect it seemed to Lek to be made of some incorruptible plastic. She had all the 

warmth and good humour of plastic, as well.

"Tut, tut, Mr. Lek. You are a forgetful boy, aren't you?" Vincent wagged a finger at Lek. 

"This will never do, my little Lekky." He tapped his fingers on the handle of the case beside his 

seat. "The camera, Lek?"

"I have a camera, Mr. Valerio." Lek held up his old Leica.

Vincent's over-large lips formed a moue of distaste. "Oh, my dear Lek, that will never do. 

No, no, no. Take it away, put it in a museum. Donate it to the deserving poor. I understand you 

people need to preserve, but I do not. I, Vincent Valerio, I do not preserve. I create! Take the 

camera, and go. Go now. Go, go, go."

Lek reached in and took the camera case. It was heavy, and his back grumbled at him as 

he pulled it across the floor of the van.

"Lek, Lek, Lek! Be careful!" Vincent said. "That camera is valuable. State-of-the-art. A 

precision instrument. You cannot simply lug and haul it about like some sack of rice. Lift, Lek. 

Gently lift." Vincent made no move to help. Of course.

Lek heaved the case out of the van, then set it on the dusty ground.

"The doo–or, Lek," Vincent sang.

Lek reached for the handle and slid the door shut. His view of the interior of the van was 

cut off. His own face stared back at him from the gold-mirrored film covering the glass. His 

features marked him out. Always would. His black hair and eyes came from his mother, but his 

nose and cheekbones came from his father – whoever he had been. The Unknown Soldier, Lek 

called him. Among other things.

Luk-krungs, they called them in Thai. Half-children.

Vincent could still see him through the glass, Lek knew. He kept his face carefully neutral, 

a skill he'd developed at a young age. He was good at it. Bending down, he unsnapped the shiny 
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clasps holdings the case shut and opened the lid.

Foam filled the inside of the case. Nestled in cut-outs in the foam was a brand-new Hiflex 

Standard XP350, with lenses for every possible shot. The camera was an unrelieved matte-

black. It looked sleek and powerful, like some form of African wasp that ate lizards.

Lek pulled out the camera, closed the lid, and snapped the clasps shut. He hung the 

camera round his neck. Its weight pulled the strap uncomfortably tight. When he stood up, it 

pressed hard corners into his chest. He trudged toward the laterite wall of the temple. The 

heat pressed down on his head. His shadow puddled at his feet, as if seeking shelter from the 

unforgiving sunlight. Crickets churred all around him, their song a continuous high-pitched buzz 

that was almost hypnotic.

Sweat prickled on Lek's forehead. Another gift from the Unknown Soldier – at least, 

according to most Thais who knew him. He found dry-season temperatures hard to deal with. 

So did they, but they found it hard because it was hot. While for him, it was because his father 

was American. Obviously.

Faded billboards lay propped against the walls of the temple. The sun had burned the 

colour from them, leaving them dry and lifeless, like the brittle straw in the rice paddies. Tired-

looking lettering – once scarlet, now a washed-out pink – proclaimed the presence of the 

country's greatest boxers. Underneath the lettering, two awkwardly-painted men glared out 

from the sun-bleached canvas, hands up in front of them in the muay thai ready stance.

Lek realized what he was looking at. These billboards had once travelled with one of the 

old Thai fairs. He'd heard of them, but never seen one. They travelled from temple to temple, 

setting up and staying a few days, then moving on to another village. Television had killed 

them, and now he was looking at the bones of one that had died here, in this dusty north-

eastern village.

The van's horn blared. The sound went on and on, shattering the somnolent tranquillity of 

the temple. When it stopped, the silence seemed loud – even the crickets had stopped singing.
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Lek glanced toward the van. It glittered in the sunlight. The sharp points of reflected light 

made Lek's eyes hurt. He could feel Vincent staring at him. Lek's hands twitched, then he 

walked toward the entrance to the temple – a wide gap in the laterite wall. The gate was 

surmounted by the outline of a lotus, picked out in gold and tiny mirrors. The sun winked and 

glittered from it as Lek approached.

Just before he reached the gate, another one of the billboards caught his eye. He turned 

and looked more closely. It showed a woman sitting on a chair, facing out from the picture. She 

wore the formal Thai clothes of two centuries ago: the silk sabaii and an elaborate metal-linked 

belt. Cobras coiled round the legs of the chair on which she sat. Their hoods were flared, and 

their mouths open as they hissed silently. Behind the chair was a creature of nightmare: a vast 

coiled snake with deep yellow eyes. Its flat head stared from the picture, the eyes seeming to 

stare back at Lek as he peered at it. At the top of the billboard, above the woman and the 

snakes, the text read: Mia Ngu Hao – the Snake-Wife.

Lek tasted something sour in his mouth. The picture crystallized for him what was wrong 

with his country. Great promises and grand proclamations were everywhere: Corruption is 

being fought! Drugs have been eliminated! Investment is up! 

Come see the Snake-Wife!

But underneath? Corrupt policemen ruled the country. The drug lords were gone – it was 

the army that sold the drugs now. Investment was up – the Burmese generals were buying land 

in the north for their brothels.

Come see the Snake-wife, he thought. Amazing! She lives with the snakes! Thrill as the 

snakes hiss from the cage! Wonder at the fruit of their forbidden love! 

Wonderful promises. A chance at marvels, at a life secret and filled with portent. 

All hollow. Even when the billboards were fresh, there would have been nothing behind 

them save a tired-looking woman, seated on a slatted chair with perhaps a single fangless cobra 

dozing beside her. See? There is the snake; there is the wife. What more do you want?
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Life promised so much – but in the end, you never saw the Snake-wife. Not ever.

Lek reached the gate to the temple. Beyond, thick-leaved mango trees grew scattered 

over the compound. Underneath their dark and heavy branches, the sandy ground had been 

neatly swept, the dirt bearing traces of the stiff bristles of the broom. The vihaan – the Buddha-

image chapel – rose up on the right. Its walls gleamed white in the sun. Delicate wind chimes 

tinkled from the gold-painted eaves. Crickets shrilled from the clumps of dry grass. A lone dog 

slept on its side in a patch of shade, its bony flanks heaving with each breath.

And so here Lek was. Walking into a temple at the bidding of a man he detested, looking 

for a place to shoot The Model for another meaningless round of glossy magazine pictures.

Was this what he wanted? Was this what his life would be? What it was?

He could leave. He could. . .

What? Life's promises were empty. There was no meaning. There was nothing behind the 

billboard. The Snake-Wife was an old woman next to over a toothless cobra. Nothing more. No 

wonder. No marvels. Just the gray bleakness of life, unrolling out to its final meaningless and 

futile end.

The van's horn blared once more. Lek heard his master's voice. He stepped through the 

gate into the temple.

The sound of the van's horn cut off immediately. The shrilling of the crickets was loud in 

Lek's ears, a constant high-pitched note that had something of metal and sand in it. The heat 

pressed down on his head, heavy and stifling. The dog's ribs moved: up, down, up, down. The 

wind-chimes tinkled.

He heard children laughing from further inside the temple. A middle-aged woman swept 

the sandy dirt under one of the mango trees, brushing the stiff, fallen leaves into neat piles.

Two children ran out from behind the end of the vihaan. Two boys, perhaps seven years 

old. They laughed as they ran, one pursuing the other with a green plastic sword. Lek's hands 
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moved to the camera.

The boys noticed him. They stopped running and looked at him.

Lek's hands stopped moving. He froze.

It was the eyes that held him. They were a deep molten gold, and the colour seemed to 

move and swirl, as if stirred by hidden currents beneath the surface. Vertical pupils were 

slashes of darkness against the gold. He could see it in their skin too: a faint sheen of green 

where the sun caught their bare shoulders.

His hands raised the camera. With slow movements, he unclipped the lens cap. How 

much would these pictures fetch? How could his life change?

Luk-krung, he thought. Half-child.

One of the children smiled. His teeth were very white and sharp.

The sounds in the temple seemed to die away. The churring of the crickets faded. The air 

hung heavy around Lek. The old woman looked up from her sweeping.

Come see the Snake-Wife! Amazing! She lives with the snakes! Thrill as the snakes hiss 

from the cage! Wonder at the fruit of their forbidden love!

Half-child.

Lek clipped the lens-cap back on the end of the camera. He let it fall back on his chest. He 

smiled at the children.

One of them laughed. The other smiled, then swiped at his brother with the sword. In 

moments, the chase started again and the boys ran off further into the temple.

Something rustled behind Lek. He felt a heavy presence behind him. It pressed close, not 

quite touching, but he could feel its nearness. Its smell tickled his nostrils: spicy and pungent, 

like the smell of dried and grated chillies. The old woman stared over his shoulder. She shook 

her head.
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Lek did not turn round. The presence hovered behind him, then pulled back. Lek heard 

the rustling of something heavy as it moved against the sandy ground. He waited until the 

sound had faded completely, then he turned and walked back through the gate and out of the 

temple.

He stopped when he reached the billboard. He looked at it for a long time without 

moving. The van's horn blared, but he let the sound wash over and around him without 

touching him.

Come see the Snake-Wife!

Sometimes promises had nothing behind them but tired women on chairs and toothless 

snakes. But other times, if you looked hard enough, you could find a promise of wonder that 

held true. A promise that could lead you to a life filled with portent, with hidden meanings and 

glorious secrets.

Sometimes, you really could see the Snake-Wife.

Someone called Lek's name. He looked up. Vincent stood beside the van, cupping his 

hands around his mouth. Lek couldn't understand what the man was saying, but he heard the 

tone.

Lek grinned. He lifted the Hiflex Standard XP350 from his neck then hefted it in one hand. 

He hesitated a moment, then shrugged. He could always find another job.

He pulled back his hand and hurled the camera at Vincent. The black XP350 sailed 

through the air. It tumbled once, then crashed to the ground near Vincent's feet. Even from this 

distance, Lek heard the satisfying tinkle as the lens smashed.

With that, Lek turned and trudged down the road that led away from the temple. As he 

walked, the heat became less stifling, the weight of the sun lighter. He straightened up.

And as he walked, he put back his head and laughed from the sheer joy of being alive in a 

world this filled with wonder.
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Government Moves to Ban Herbal Tea

An Exclusive Report by Rory Pollock

Minister of Health David Cunliffe today announced plans to classify Herbal or “Party” Tea 

as a Class C drug. The Minister named Ginseng, Liquorice Root and Cannabis as being “similar in 

effect to Tea” and “harmful to public health.” The Minister proposes to amend the 1975Miss-

Use of Drugs Act to make it illegal to possess, use, sell, supply, import, export, or manufacture 

Ginseng, Liquorice Root and Cannabis.

According to the Minister the three varieties in question are the only Herbal Teas to pose 

a serious threat to public health. However, 

National party health spokesman Tony Ryall 

disputes this, saying in a statement this 

morning: “There are many more dangerous 

Herbal Teas than those named.” He went 

on to insist that all infusions are dangerous 

and that “The National Party would prefer a 

blanket ban on all varieties of Tea and 

infusions.” 

The Green Party also objects to the 

proposed amendments. In a statement 

released today, Green Party Co-leader 

Jeanette Fitzsimons claimed that “making 

this relatively safe alternative to true Tea 

illegal will merely see more young people

using harder Teas and, consequently, 

support the very Tea traffickers and                        

Tearooms the government is trying to 

Cannabis: Cannabis is the name of the plant from 

which “Bhang” is derived. Bhang is a drink popular in 

northern India. It is created by steeping the leaves of 

the Cannabis plant in a concoction of boiling water, 

milk, sugar and spices. If consumed as Bhang, Cannabis 

possesses little danger; however, it has become 

popular among youth to extract the Cannabis and 

steep individually.  When Cannabis is brewed in this 

manner it creates an infusion very similar to Green Tea.  

It is believed that many abusers of hard Tea get their 

first taste by drinking infusions of pure Cannabis.
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suppress.”

In recent years Herbal Teas have become popular among youth due to their easy 

availability and safe image. Ginseng, Liquorice Root and Cannabis make up an estimated 85% of 

Herbal Tea sales in New Zealand. These substances are not true Tea as they are not derived 

from the plant Camellia Sinensis, and have therefore escaped classification as such until now. 

These substances do, however, have many 

active ingredients and properties in 

common with true Tea. All three 

substances contain the same kidney-

damaging Oxalates as Tea. Ginseng and 

Liquorice Root are known to contain 

caffeine metabolites very similar to those 

that make true Tea so addictive. An 

infusion of Cannabis is generally 

considered to be less harmful in itself but 

is very likely to act as a “Gateway Tea.” 

A key argument in support for the 

ban of Herbal Tea is that it can act as a 

gateway to true Tea abuse. In 2007 the 

Netherlands-based Fraser-Andrews 

Laboratory for Scientific Examination 

conducted a study where they force fed 

28-49-day-old “teenaged” rats an infusion 

of cannabis. The rats were then allowed to drink from a cup of Earl Grey Tea. The study showed 

that when compared with a control group, the rats that had previously been exposed to 

Cannabis drank considerably more Earl Grey Tea. 

Some dispute the validity of this study. In a 2007 interview Nandor Tanczos, MP for the 

Green Party, explained the possibility that the results may have been skewed. He believes the 

Liquorice Root: Is the root of Glycyrrhiza glabra, a plant 

native to southern Europe. When infused, Liquorice 

Root creates a sweet beverage that will induce a state of 

delirium in those who drink it. This delirium is similar to 

that created by Black Teas but much shorter in duration. 

Liquorice Root is thought to be highly addictive as it 

contains a caffeine metabolite almost identical to 

Theophylline, the strongest and most addictive caffeine 

metabolite in found in Tea.

A 2005 study showed a strong link between Liquorice 

Root and liver disease. 
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use of 28 day old rats, which are the 

equivalent of twelve year old humans, 

caused an inapplicable result. He also 

drew attention to the finding that 

although the rats given Cannabis drank 

more Earl Grey they were no more likely 

to become addicted to it. 

It is not sure yet when this 

amendment will be submitted to 

parliament. It is likely that the 

proposition will pass as it seems Labour 

has the support of both New Zealand 

First and United Future. Regardless, 

there is still a market for legal 

alternatives to Tea, and many will still 

want to profit from this demand. Other 

varieties of Tea alternatives are likely to 

emerge, perhaps more dangerous than those Parliament now seeks to ban. After all, if nothing 

else, those behind herbal infusions have shown a great deal of ingenuitea. 

Ginseng: is an artificial substance derived in part 

from the Panax plant. Panax is not dangerous in itself but 

when processed into Ginseng it creates a substance 

frighteningly similar to Tea. Ginseng has only very recently 

become widely spread in New Zealand.

It has been argued that Ginseng should remain 

legal as it does not seem to be as addictive as true Tea. 

Others believe Ginseng should be classified as a 

Class B or even Class A drug due to how similar the effects 

of imbibing Ginseng are to the effects of imbibing True 

Tea. 
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Holding Back the Night

By Kate Smith

“Now that’s new,” Thane da Silva commented, sliding the letter in its protective 

covering toward him for a second look.  He studied the ornate calligraphy carefully.  “People 

tend to receive death threats instead of undeath threats.”

“Try to convince me that it’s the same as threatening not to kill someone,” Lieutenant 

Montgomery pleaded.  

Thane simply looked at him.  “Would that be less complicated?”

“Guess it was only a matter of time once the preternatural came out of the crypt,” 

Montgomery said, lines of gloom deepening on his face.  A few more years in The Department 

and he’d start to look like a bloodhound.  Hell, Thane figured a few more months would do it, 

and then there’d be trouble with the lycanthropy crew.

Montgomery lined his pen up precisely parallel to the edge of his wife’s photo.  “Do 

what I want or I’ll turn you into a vampire isn’t much of a threat these days, what with all the 

Goth fanciers around.”

“Doesn’t specify vampire,” Thane pointed out mildly.  Vampire and undead were 

ambiguous definitions at best, considering the various species plus their hybrids and the 

evolutionaries.

“Damnation.”

“Extremely likely.”  

The Lieutenant’s gloom lightened a fraction. “It’s all yours.”

“I am so lucky,” Thane said, accepting the file folder.  He flipped through the pages and 

frowned.  “What’s going on?”
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Cases passed to The Department usually arrived after much handing-around and paper 

shuffling, them being so small and hidden away within a much bigger law enforcement system.

The Lieutenant leaned across the desk.  “All yours.  Completely.  No preliminary 

investigations performed except for the lab work, partly because there was nothing for regular 

investigations to focus on.  That communiqué was left in a box clearly labelled for our attention.  

Someone knows what The Department is.  Or something.”

That raised Thane’s cynical brows.  “Of course.  The preternatural community has a lot at 

stake, and they’ve had decades to build up contacts.”

“That was an unintentional pun, da Silva, right?  Because if it wasn’t, it’s definitely time 

you used up some of that leave you’ve accumulated.”

Thane ignored that and eyed the Lieutenant carefully.  “What else?”

Montgomery scowled at his reflection in the blank surface of the desk.  It was blank 

because the Lieutenant believed in electronic records management, which effectively meant he 

believed in his long-suffering secretary who in turned believed in holidays to remote locales 

outside of phone range.  “We don’t have the original envelope, but under blue light there’s a 

ghost of a postmark on the reverse bottom left corner.”  

Thane instantly went into alert mode.  It didn’t look any different from his normal 

relaxed sprawl but if he weren’t totally human his ears would be pricked.  “Postmark?”

“Pandora’s Edge.”  The Lieutenant gritted out the syllables reluctantly.

Not good.  

Really not good. 

The isolated coastal town of Pandora’s Edge was a safe zone for the bump-in-the-night 

crowd, protected by a handful of very powerful beings, a town-wide conspiracy, and the 

general reluctance to believe in the preternatural.  That was the plus side.  On the negative, 
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anything originating in The Edge and impacting the rest of the world had the potential for 

extremely nasty ramifications.

So… Code Yellow status.

Thane knew more about The Edge than most.  It was his partner’s hometown, and 

thanks to a twist of fate, his cousin Ariel was Captain of the Guards.

Lieutenant Montgomery’s hunched shoulders became more pronounced.  “What’s the 

time difference between Paris and Pandora’s?”

Thane checked his watch.  “It’s not too late.”

~

Thane snaked through the tables and chairs until he reached his favourite office location.  

It had everything: a corner table, with a wall at his back and plate glass expanse on his right 

magnifying sun warmth, Mademoiselle Sophie, and ravioli to weep for.  

Café Titania’s day chef made a simple dish of spinach and ricotta ravioli in a creamy 

tomato sauce full of gorgeous flavours that burst across the palate like fireworks, lighting up 

Thane’s brain with memories of Florence, of Rome, Verona—

“Verona?”  An unfamiliar frown formed on Sophie’s fairy features as she adjusted the 

flatware on the adjacent table.

Thane realised he’d spoken out loud.  He shrugged and speared another ravioli, blissing 

out on the taste.

The tines of the fork scraped across china and he looked down.  Damn.  No more ravioli.  

He could probably force himself to consume another bowl but that would be procrastinating a 

little too much.  Instead he pushed the plate away, spread the letter and attendant papers out, 

propped his chin on his hand and brooded.  
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“Heavyweight paper with no watermark and handmade ink, printed rather than applied 

by pen,” Thane summarised.  “What happened to letters cut from a magazine?”

He ruffled through the file.  Handmade ink in a sepia wine shade… where was the 

chemical analysis?  Thane found a note mentioning referral to a specialist lab.  He had a really 

bad feeling concerning the components of that ink. 

Handmade ink requiring a customised printer, a designer typeface, and paper with a linen 

fibre content that almost pushed it over into fabric and the entire letter into the exquisitely 

expensive category. 

Someone was deadly serious about this.

Someone intended to go ahead with their threat.

Thane pushed back from the table and threaded his fingers through his hair.  He 

massaged his scalp and considered.  All right, then.  How did one go about converting the living 

to the undead?  The letter managed to be very unspecific despite its verbosity.  

Pandora’s Edge could provide an answer.  The outlaw town’s biggest industry was 

expertise and when answers were needed to arcane questions, one person held most of the 

cards.  Thane scanned the Café.  It was deserted in the mid-afternoon lull except for Sophie, 

perched on a stool behind the counter like a tired butterfly, pointed chin propped in her hands.  

Thane slid his phone from the pocket of his softer-than-suede hipster pants, sorted 

through the stored numbers, selected call before he could change his mind and waited through 

five rings, six—

“If you’re requesting advice, be warned,” advised Milady Web.  “Tonight the price is 

naming rights of your first-born child.”

“As you wish,” Thane grinned, flawlessly sliding into English.  He was a little in love with 

Milady; a little in awe.  Also regularly bewildered, irritated and scared, but never indifferent.  

“Good luck collecting your fee.”
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“Thane!”  The delight in her black magic voice caressed his nerve endings.  “As it’s you, I’ll 

have to waive the condition, even though I was so looking forward to inflicting a Vivian or 

Scarlet Isabel on the world.  Ask away.”

Thane went through his spiel.

“Sending threats isn’t exactly Edge style,” Milady admitted thoughtfully.  “We tend to 

subscribe to the shoot first, second, also last, then ask questions school of thought.”

“Please don’t tell me things like that.”

“Ha.  You sound so like your cousin when you say that, the poor darling.”

“She’s still in denial?”

“Ooh, yes, despite living with fairly convincing evidence to the contrary.”  Milady 

hummed to herself for a moment.  “I shall humour you and make delicate inquiries purely 

because you have such deliriously long eyelashes.”

“Merci.”

“My pleasure, entirely,” Milady purred.

The dial tone sounded in Thane’s ear.

A snick-snick-snicking at floor level jarred him from flicking through the paperwork 

again.  Thane leaned to the left and squinted against the sunlight leaking through the windows.  

Pointy teeth gleamed back at him from the deep shadow cast by a floppy hat.  Janvier 

stood barely as high as his knee and reeked of sunscreen.  Thane suspected Janvier might be 

female but preferred not to know.  Luckily, French came equipped with handy neuter pronouns 

and Thane could view Janvier strictly as a courier for Cerberus Laboratorium.

Janvier flashed pointy teeth again as it waved a document folder sealed four times with 

the Mark of Charon.
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“Many thanks for your swiftness, Janvier.”  Thane gingerly accepted the envelope and 

scribbled his signature on the PDA Janvier dangled before his nose. 

“Gratitude is good,” Janvier piped, its voice curiously light and sweet, “though fleeting.”  

It shrugged, added another layer of sunscreen to its shadowed face, and melted away.

Thane waited for his heartbeat to slow before he broke the seals on the envelope. Four 

Seals rated the information more than highly sensitive, more than need-to-know.  It was right 

up there in the stratosphere.  It was also brief and to the point.

Blood.  Lots of it, with a touch of anticoagulant to prevent clogging the printer.

Charming.

Thane glanced from the report to the full-page letter and all its ornate symbols.  That 

much “ink” would require opening a major artery and he doubted the donor was going to 

survive the process. The human provider, because the report was clear on that: O negative, 

universal donor.  Beyond that, they couldn’t identify the source but were inclined to rule out 

bloodbanks or any of the synthetic blood labs.  Give them more time and maybe, just maybe, 

they could be more specific.

Thane tucked the report back into its envelope, leaned on the seals until the glue bonded 

with the paper again, and added it to his pile.  It was confirmation of what he already knew, 

really, and it left him cold.  He isolated the original letter, squaring it up with the weave of the 

linen tablecloth.  A letter invariably carried a signature and even if it wasn’t an explicit Jacques 

Le Fevre, the choice of words and the angle of the pen into paper were personality clues for a 

handwriting analyst.

Well, he didn’t have handwriting but the use of blood as ink confirmed a seriously warped 

personality.  He also didn’t have any usable fingerprints - in fact, any fingerprints at all - and so 

far efforts to trace the purchase of the paper had been inconclusive.

Thane stilled his tapping fingers, flattening his hand to the table.
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Which left the words themselves.

“Yow.”  Thane glared at the letter and sucked at the papercut on his index finger.  The 

sting was surprisingly vicious for such a tiny incision.

Before he could dwell on the implications of a letter written in blood drawing blood, 

Milady Web returned his call with interest.  

“Beloved, I have a point for you to ponder.”  Milady indulged the tension for long seconds 

before continuing.  “Is there anything in that letter which makes you think the process will work 

as desired?”

“Meaning that it won’t?”

“I adore you, Thane, but what will I do if I give up all my secrets?  As for your previous 

question, we think one of our former residents may have received and forwarded a package to 

Paris recently.  The old boomerang thing.”

“Rather retro in these days of time-release emails and encryption programs.  Also rather 

trusting.”  Thane smoothed a dog-ear out of a page.  “Do you know the address?”

“Uno momento.”  Milady’s voice faded as though she’d pressed the phone to her 

perennially low-cut bodice and turned away.  “What, isn’t it enough for your postie to 

remember the country?  You want the actual address as well?  That was a direct quote from DL, 

by the way, before he simply growled,” she blithely reported.

Curiosity struck Thane like a lightning bolt.  “Where are you?”

“Kiss Kiss.”

Thane firmed his lips and resisted the urge to ask what the postman was doing in a 

vampire embassy masquerading as a combination lounge-art gallery.  He returned to an earlier 

point.  “Former resident?”
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“Shame on you for thinking those thoughts.  The foolish boy perished in an accidental 

house fire.  Only to be expected if you name your house Phoenix.”

If Milady Web said accidental, then accidental it was.  The Pandora’s Edge connection 

could be crossed off as a red herring.  

Thane fisted his long dark hair at his nape and tugged.  He picked a paragraph at random 

and read to the Dark Lady.

“Hey lá!”  Milady’s mirth eventually faded.  “Someone’s overdosed on purple prose.  

Maybe you should contact the meteorologists, ask if there’s a dark and stormy night on the 

horizon.”

“You have my eternal devotion,” Thane told her.

“Is that a promise or a threat, caraid?” And she was gone, the queen of dramatic 

entrances and exits striking again.

Promise or a threat? 

Thane angled the paper towards the window and frowned.  Promise?  He stared beyond 

the paper and noticed Sophie, leaning against the doorjamb, gazing out.

“Sophie …”

Wearing lacy black and looking as though she’d misplaced her tiara only seconds before, 

Sophie shifted her attention from the street.  Sooty lashes flicked as big aqua eyes registered 

Thane.  “Hmmm?”

“Sooner doth the moon break, or the rose incarnadine wither in winter than will my love 

be lost on the river of Lethe,” Thane quoted.  “What’s your immediate reaction?”

Sophie’s fingers corrected the triptych of Edward Gorey ballerinas on the jade green wall.  

“Sounds all Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou.  Breathless, angst ridden infatuation that wears 

off in a matter of days.”
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Thane blinked.  That was harsh for Sophie.

“Then again …” She gifted Thane with a glittering version of her fey smile, gathered his 

dishes, and walked away.

Walked, not flitted.

If Sophie felt his concerned stare boring into her back, she ignored it as she did the air she 

breathed, vanishing through the swing doors into the kitchen.

Right.  Thane reminded himself to wait to be asked.  He rubbed his nose and squashed 

the sense of running out of time down to his handmade boots.  Romeo and Juliet struck a 

chord.  Wasn’t there a letter in that?  Thane focused on the elusive memory.  Yes, the classic 

letter device where the vital information went astray, was misinterpreted, or never delivered.

Certainty condensed.

There was no undeath threat.  

There was, however, an undeath promise.

It was the old “immortal beloved” concept and that always generated too much 

paperwork, whatever its guise. 

Thane groaned but it didn’t improve his Montgomery-ish mood.  He picked up a pen and 

started deciphering the love letter, twisting the cryptic verses until they broke and surrendered 

their seductive secrets.

He felt sickened when he was done.  But the letter had mentioned certain ingredients and 

necessary preparations, and indicated possible locations.  All things Thane could use to track his 

quarry through the Parisian Otherworld.

Thane checked his conclusions against the letter one last time.  They felt right, solid.  He 

gathered up the paperwork, returning it to the file.  Now he needed—

Something pinged on his awareness and Thane jerked his head up.
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And there was his guide.

Exhibiting his usual serendipitous timing, Horatio had materialised in the last twenty 

minutes, exuding an air of having always been there.  He and Sophie were conspiring at the 

counter, their heads close together, low voices rapid and intense.  

Sophie cut Horatio off mid-speech with a hiss and a finger drawn across her throat as 

Thane slowed his approach across the parquet floor.

They turned identical bland-as-blancmange expressions his way.

“I’m not going to ask,” Thane said slowly.  Extracting personal details from either when 

they were disinclined to share was more frustrating than tracking ghosts through fog.  He 

handed Horatio his list of conclusions.  “Horatio, I need you to consult your sources on a 

philosophical matter.”

Soon after his arrival in Paris five years ago with a non-existent past, the pale-eyed man in 

the coat with too much character for a mere garment had been dubbed Horatio.  The name 

stuck, mainly because he cultivated a philosophy covering most things between heaven and 

earth.

Horatio waited expectantly until Thane handed over the letter.  He held it at arm’s length, 

pinched between two fingers.  “Hmmm.  A sixteenth-century verb conjugation, some 

bastardised Church Latin, oh dear.  The emphasis on diacriticals verges on the pedantic.”

“A researcher gone bad,” Thane suggested, retrieving the letter.  “It happens.”

“Yew from an innocent’s grave, night-blooming jasmine, pomegranate incense, shards of 

a blessing mirror…”  Horatio scanned the rest of the list before fixing his pastel gaze on Thane.  

“Someone’s performing a rite?  And nobody invited us?”

“I think our exemption was an oversight.”  

“Careless,” Horatio pronounced, smoothing his lapels.  “I assume you intend to crash this 

party and adjust their visual error.”
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Thane flashed his teeth.  “Find me the place and I’ll give you the time.”

“When else but midnight?” Sophie murmured, dry as shiraz.

“My little cabbage blossom,” Horatio intoned.  “Midnight is a movable feast.  It can be 

served according to the clock, or the zenith of the moon’s arc, and in some quarters is precisely 

halfway between sunset and dawn.”

Sophie pursed her lips and added a languid flip of her lashes.  “Naturellement.”

Thane didn’t have time for this.  His knuckles rapped out the tick tick boom rhythm 

running through his head on the edge of the counter.  “As long as they play the absolute faith 

card, it isn’t going to matter.”  

Faith, belief, trust in a higher power: it was the underpinning of all magic.  Enough of it 

could level mountains, separate the veils between this world and the next, and transcend 

mortality.  

Maybe.

~

“Should have paid attention to the rule of threes.”  Horatio pulled his coat collar up to his 

ears and checked the shadows for movement.  There were a lot of shadows.

“Three minutes without air, three days without water, three weeks without food?”  

Thane glanced over his shoulder.  “How is that appropriate?”

Horatio ducked beneath a tattered veil of cobwebs.  “I’m hoping it isn’t, but I was 

referring to the Triumvirate thing.  Our chances of success would be greatly improved if we had 

a third with us.  It’s also spooky up here.”

Thane ran a critical gaze along the corridor.  “Someone has definitely gone overboard on 

the atmosphere.  And if it’s any comfort to you, H, no spider was responsible for these webs.”

“Webs, spiders.  Seems like a bloody good assumption to me.”
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“Instant web from a can.”  Thane thoughtfully assessed the stairwell.  “We go up, it 

seems.  Shake and spray, and you too can have the immediate haunted house effect.”

For a moment Horatio was outraged.  “Bad enough we’re not exploring a crypt or a 

catacomb or even a dungeon, but fake webs… doesn’t anyone respect the traditions anymore?”  

His dire mutterings faded as he climbed stairs behind Thane.  

There were far too many stairs for one building and too few of them supported the 

guttering lavender-scented candles as thick as a man’s thigh.  Both finally stopped at a hall 

where moonlight filtered through ancient skylights obscured by city grime and generations of 

pigeons.

“Full moon,” Horatio noted softly.  “That can’t be a coincidence.”

“Calculated,” Thane confirmed.  “It’s a blue moon, too.” 

Horatio punched buttons through holes, fastening the scarecrow coat from knee to chin 

as though it were some kind of armour.  “Wonderful.  The moon under which change is 

irresistible.”

Thane flashed back to the last blue moon, to the night the blond stranger had strolled out 

of the Arizona sci-fi desertscape straight towards him.  “Not necessarily for the worse though.”  

He banished the memory and drifted as quietly down this latest hallway until he reached the 

only open door.

“Hard to see how that could qualify as better,” Horatio muttered.

Thane stood one step before the threshold, cataloguing the room, marking the exits and 

measuring the depths of the hovering shadows.  And yes, it was hard to see any positive 

potential in the scuffed up decades of dust or the bones of the bats and rats that didn’t make it 

out before the circle was invoked.  The circle glittered with phosphorous energy burning black, 

tainting the scores of candle flames marking out great swoops and arcs like the Rings of Saturn.  

The mad lighting caught on the lava-lamp lookalike of an alchemist’s apparatus that swirled 

blood from one human body to another.
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They held hands.

One male, one female, they reached for each other even as their deadly pact unfurled, 

casting Shakespeare’s great play into shadow.

Thane jerked Horatio away from the door and down the hall

“Lot of skin on show in there,” Horatio wheezed.

“Incredibly unhygienic,” Thane said.  “Also incredibly embarrassing,” he added, teeth 

gritted.  

Thane thunked his head back against the wall and closed his eyes.  It was bad enough to 

admit all the weird supernatural stuff happened, especially when it was in the next aisle over in 

the all-night corner deli or sipping café latte at the table behind you.  It was completely 

humiliating how far humans would go to mess with it, gain it for themselves… and get it all so 

horribly wrong.

The absolutely worst part was knowing he was actively engaged in encouraging the 

misinformation, rumours, urban legends – not forgetting the outright lies – that protected the 

supernatural community from humans and vice versa.

Which included cleaning up the mess currently shaping up on the other side of this wall.  

Thane forcibly relaxed his muscles before he added to his woes with a tension headache.  But, 

merde.  And filius aper umbo, and… he really had to get some new curses.  The ones he had 

weren’t working anymore.

There was nothing in that room to reason or negotiate with, nothing to charm, and 

nothing to shoot with either regular or silver bullets.  So…

“H, do you have a rubber band in one of those pockets?”

“You’re going to fire it in there and break the concentration of forces?”  Horatio produced 

a wide red band of elastic.  “I like it.”
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Thane accepted the band and used it to club his hair back.  “Sometimes,” he said grimly, 

“you have to go with tradition.”  He brushed aside the hem of his shirt and from just behind his 

left hip drew a weapon he had absolute faith in.  A twisting downward flick of his wrist, and the 

retractable sword extended to its full five-foot length with a silky siiiiyiisssa.

“Birthday present,” he said in reply to Horatio’s instinctive slide further down the hall.  

Thane glanced at the matte black blade, noted how it repelled any glints from moonlight and 

candle glow.  “I suspect she knew exactly when it would come in useful, too, bless her witchy 

soul.”

Thane wrapped both hands around the hilt and returned to the open door.  His gaze 

skimmed over the bodies lingering between mostly dead and all dead to gauge the dimensions 

of the protective circle gouged into the old timbers.  The lovers were irrelevant now, beyond 

saving from their own folly, and perhaps even beyond paying for all the trouble they were still 

causing.

Oh yes, still.

They’d flung their invitation out between the planes and been accepted with delight, just 

not by the one they’d expected.  A much older nastier thing had seized the offered crack in the 

Veils.  There it was now, translating from the ethereal to the physical by hijacking the conduit, a 

hunched and giggling homunculus.  Its features slowly emerged with each pulsing promise of 

life along the umbilical cord that connected it to the apparatus focusing the attempts of the 

immortality seekers.

Glossy as fresh blood, it stretched as limbs formed.  Casually, it summoned the scatterings 

of rodent bones, animating them into new and grotesque creatures.

Thane levelled his shoulders and stepped into the room.

The Blood Thing flicked a developing hand at its bone corps, infusing them with a purpose 

greater than amusement.  Scrabbling and skritching, the skeletal hybrids of bat and rat and 

pigeon converged on Thane.
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Thane confirmed his grip on the sword and advanced, booting the hybrids he could out of 

his path, using the flat of the blade to swat the ones that somehow managed to fly so they 

broke against the walls.  Grinding his heels with every step, he gained on the phosphorescent 

circle.  Crossing it was going to hurt.  He skewered a rageon clawing up his leg and shook the 

nightmare creature off his sword.  Two steps more and he leapt the line.

The glowing darkness broke and refashioned him a million times in the space of a 

heartbeat.  Then his foot made contact with the floor on the other side and he was free of the 

twisting energies, staggering but free.

The Blood Thing manifested an eye that glowed brighter as it evaluated the new source of 

power.  Lips popped out of its face to smack appreciatively.

Thane leaned back, disbelief slanting his eyebrows.  “I probably should comment on your 

appalling table manners, but let’s just go with No, thank you.”

His first sword stroke took the head of the misguided researcher, followed by that of his 

lover, and on the rising turn out of the second stroke Thane kicked over the alchemist’s 

apparatus.  It clanged hollowly and the lid rolled halfway to the outer limit of the circle.

The Blood Thing rocked back, the free end of the umbilical cord whipping wildly until it 

latched onto the one glossy bead of blood clinging to the end of Thane’s sword

Thane shrugged and lifted the blade.  “Sorry.”

The Blood Thing hiccuped.  Its cord twitched once, trying to suck on the sword.  The Thing 

hiccuped again and exploded from the inside spraying the room with gore.

What with the dripping and the spatters, the clacking of the rodent bones as they fell, 

prematurely aged and brittle, the hissing of the candles as the wicks shrivelled under a coating 

of blood, the death rattle lasted a lot longer than the sixty seconds of real time it occupied.

“They got the dead part right,” Horatio muttered, sidling in to the room.
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Thane held up his hand.  “Listen.”  He controlled the urge to move, to disrupt the creepy 

crawly, skin-prickling quiet.  It was the quality of quiet found in tombs before the trap was 

sprung, before the curse kicked in.

He could hear his heartbeat, and Horatio’s, behind and to the right.  Thane’s hand fisted.  

And just on the edge of his hearing was…something…extra…

Thane extended three fingers for Horatio’s benefit.

Two.

One.

Thane whirled and lunged.  The blade sliced past Horatio’s left ear and hung in mid-air for

seconds as resistance gathered.  Haze like oil-slick-shimmering fog across the moon gathered, 

swirled, shaped up around the sword point.  Thane rotated his wrist and thrust.

It burst like a tumour.

A chilling howl shattered all the windows and raised the bones from the floor to rattle in 

macabre sympathy.  In answer a full choir of stinging, hissing, chittering, rogue whispers built to 

a crescendo, creating a glass-edged vortex that took the last of the candlelight with it.

Moonlight crept in through the windows to ice the room in mercy.

Horatio leaned a few centimetres to the right, just far enough to eye the blade that had 

whistled by so close to his skin that he’d felt the backwash of tearing air molecules.  “Nice 

move.”

“Glad it worked.”  Thane swallowed a few times, working moisture back into his dry 

mouth.  He thumbed the switch that sent the sword back into its demure retractable state.

Horatio brushed glass slivers off his shoulders and huddled into the coat’s embrace.  

“It’s no wonder you don’t get invited to rituals often if this is the way you behave.  Have to say, 

da Silva, that this is no way to win friends and influence people.”
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“That’s why I have you.”  Thane grimaced at the stickiness coating his hands as he 

reached for his phone.  He punched in the number for the other firemen, the ones who’d 

carefully raze the building rather than extinguish the cleansing flames.  “And why I’ll be reading 

the job description more carefully next time.  Holding back the night, ha.  Someone else needs 

their poetic licence revoked.”
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Willow Tree Night and Snowy Visitors

By Michael Lee Johnson

Winter is tapping

on the hollow willow tree's trunk--

a four month visitor is about to move in

and unload his messy clothing

and be windy about it--

bark is grayish white as coming night with snow

fragments the seasons.

The chill of frost lays a deceitful blanket

over the courtyard greens and coats a 

ghostly white mist over yellowed willow

leaves’ widely spaced teeth-

you can hear them clicking

like false teeth 

or chattering like chipmunks

threatened in a distant burrow.

The willow tree knows the old man

approaching has showed up again,
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in early November with

ice-packed cheeks and brutal

puffy wind whistling with a sting.
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And Horses Are Born With Eagles' Wings

By Sherwood Smith

"Now here," my sister said, "is the pièce de résistance." 

Marly set aside her art case and placed a department store shopping bag on my kitchen 

counter with a dramatic flourish.  She pulled out a basket of apples and a small tissue-wrapped 

package.  "Organic art," Marly said.  "Our very first for the gallery.  In four dimensions." 

I watched her unwrap the tissue and lay out neat piles of Popsicle sticks, crudely carved to 

resemble arms and legs.  "Who is the artist?" I asked as she whirled toward my knife rack. 

She brandished a carving knife. "Q'meh," she proclaimed, her thin brows soaring, then 

paused, waiting for a reaction. 

"I'm supposed to know this name?" 

"Oh, Barb."  Marly reached for an apple and sliced it neatly in half.  "Don't you ever read 

the material I leave for you?" 

Upstairs, unbidden, my daughter began her piano warmups, and unconsciously Marly 

picked up the rhythm as she sliced apple after apple. 

"I'm sorry," I said, when it was clear she wouldn't speak until I had apologized.  "I do save 

it, but I get caught up dealing with the books, and the bookkeeping, and parent chores." 

Marly carefully trimmed away an apple core. "Organic art is Q'meh's specialty--and I 

bought this one because it's participational as well.  Genius!  The woman is a genius, and this in 

our front window is going to bring people in." 

"People with checkbooks, I hope," I said.  "Speaking of filthy lucre, what do we owe this 

genius?" 
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Marly sniffed.  "You can be mercenary after you experience synergy."  

Her fingers delved among the little wooden arms and legs, again in rhythm with 

Elizabeth's labored arpeggios.  My attention was drawn upward by the unaccustomed tempo of 

Elizabeth's playing; was it anger, or eagerness? Four tonal steps later I looked down at an apple-

half with arms stuck on the high curves at each side of the top.  Halfway down on either side 

were little legs, giving the apple a spread-eagled look.  

"That is obscene," I said. 

Marly's dark eyes narrowed into a glare.  "Rape is obscene.  Murder.  Environmental 

destruction. This represents woman.  Female symbolism is beautiful." 

I touched an apple-woman.  "Is this how we are supposed to see ourselves – a vagina with 

arms and legs?  These things don't even have heads!" 

"That is how men see us," she said briskly, plunging her hand back into the bag.  This time 

she pulled forth a celery stalk, its foliage close-trimmed, and set it in a little carved stand so it 

stood upright at a suggestive angle. 

"Will we have to cough up more money when this food art rots?" I asked. 

"We paid for the rights, of course. Don't you see it, Barbra?" Touching celery, then apple, 

and again celery and apple, she said, "Male sex, female sex, the Tree of Knowledge – the 

forbidden fruit – Adam, Eve.  They wither, representing the loss of innocence."  She smiled.  

"Genius." 

Upstairs, Elizabeth faltered in B flat.  There was a discordant clangor, as if a seven-year-

old fist had crashed down on the keys, then the arpeggios finished in an aggressively marked 

rhythm. 

Marly's smile faded.  "You're still forcing Lizzie to play that piano?" 

"I'm not forcing her," I said, working to keep my own impatience from showing.  "She 

asked to learn."
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"Only because you love to play. But she doesn't enjoy it – she told me herself last time I 

came up here." 

"That's because she found out that it takes work to learn. The piano teacher said it's a 

common pattern.  I remember hating it at first, but Gram made me keep at it." 

"Gram made us do a lot of stupid things." 

"I told Elizabeth she can quit on her birthday if she still doesn't like it." 

Marly shrugged, fussing with the last of her circle of apple-women. As she finished, she 

cocked her head. "Well, I like what she's playing now." 

Through the false notes and uncertain tempo of an inexperienced player's sight-reading 

came phrases of melody, a skipping, laughing harmonic line that evoked summer gardens and 

dancing children.  Elizabeth came to the end of the piece and launched straight into it again. 

"She seems to like it as well," I said.

Marly nodded, but her focus was back on her artwork.  Flinging her hands wide, she said, 

"Do you see it?  The Adam and Eve shtick, the sultan and his harem, a brilliant indictment–" Her 

voice dropped into a stagey accent “–of the typical male attitude toward women in our 

civilization?" 

"I see fruit halves circling a celery stalk.  Hole in one.  Or is that one in hole?" 

"Oh, Barb."  Marly let a snicker escape, and then, as if mad at herself, swept the food into 

her bag.  "How can someone so literal have such a dirty mind?"  She whirled around.  "I'm 

taking these downstairs to set them up.  You can cut a check."  Slamming a contract onto the 

counter, she grabbed her stuff and marched to the door. 

I looked down at the contract, but the words flickered before my eyes.  The emerging 

melody – Elizabeth's fourth repetition – was so compelling that the hesitations and false notes 

made my fingers ache to play it right. 
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Dropping the contract onto the counter, I ran upstairs.  Elizabeth was hunched forward 

over the piano keys, her whole body stiff with the intensity of her concentration.  She wasn't 

alone.  All three of our animals were in the room with her, a rarity. The dog lay on the carpet, 

head on paws.  Both cats perched like fuzzy meatloaves on each arm of the recliner. 

To my surprise, Elizabeth did not use my entrance as an excuse to quit.  She played on, 

laboriously at times, impatiently backtracking to repeat measures.   When she reached the end, 

she lifted her hands and turned on the bench to grin at me.

"That's a pretty piece," I said.  "I don't remember the piano teacher playing it for you." 

"That's 'cause the music lady gave it to me." 

"Music teacher?  At school?"

"Music lady," Elizabeth corrected, her wide brown eyes intent.

I sat down on the piano bench beside her.   "May I play it?"

She nodded vigorously, her black curls bouncing on her skinny shoulders.

The music was handwritten on standard composition paper, obviously photocopied many 

times.  Slanted italics at the top stated, "Animal Dance." There was no composer name, no 

copyright. 

I played it through once, then again, with careful attention to tempo and phrasing.  It was 

a lovely piece of music, evoking images of faerie folk dancing about the piano.  Elizabeth 

watched my hands, her legs swinging to the skipping beat. 

"Play it again," she said when I was done. 

I did. She said, "Oh, Mom, that was good.  It was almost as good as the music lady." 

I was silent, hiding the amalgam of irritation and pleasure this response gave me.  The 

irritation I dismissed as mere jealousy.  Obviously a professional would play better, and I held 

onto the pleasure, glad that my daughter exhibited signs of discrimination. 
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"One more time," she said.  "Please?  Then I want to try again."

So I played it a fourth time, then stood up. "Maybe your piano teacher will let you play it 

for the next recital." 

"Oh, the music lady said she would give me more if I learn this one. And all her songs are 

pretty ones." She waved her hands, calling to mind a vivid memory of Marly at her age. 

"Well.  Go for it," I said, crossing the room to the door.  Elizabeth was playing again, this 

time with more assurance.  I looked back, and laughed when I saw the two cats and the dog 

lined up behind the piano bench, just like a little audience, listening. 

"I think they want you to feed them, Elizabeth.  When you're done with practice?" 

"Okay, Mom."  She went right on playing. 

~

My father used to maintain that Blake Edwards' Breakfast at Tiffany's was the pinnacle of 

sophistication.  When Marly and I finally saw the film, Dad's life began to make some kind of 

sense to us.  I wondered if his first wife, whom he divorced when they both turned middle-

aged, had been like George Peppard's girlfriend, and our mother – who was eighteen when he 

met her – was supposed to be Holly Golightly.  At any rate, all Dad had left after these episodes 

was the bookstore – and us, because not long after Marly was born our mother left to follow a 

guru.  About the time Marly was learning to walk the news came that our mother had 

succumbed to some kind of stomach parasite in a little village in India, and had been hastily 

buried there.  Gram moved in with us, and until she died did her best to make young ladies of 

Marly and me. For the next ten years we watched dad pottering around the high stacks of 

books as emphysema slowly choked the life out of him. 

Our inheritance was this big barn of a building, the bottom floor of which was an 

enormous store of old books whose sales amounted to a steady trickle through the summer

months. It was Marly's idea to turn a portion of the store into an art gallery. She had no interest 
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in the walls and towers of old books. Those were my citadel. I read them, loved them, dusted 

and shelved them, catalogued them, went to the estate and library sales to look for more.  

With a minimum of paint and rugs and rearrangement, Marly cleared a space in the front 

of the store.  Somehow there was light, and air, and space.  More people did come in, but as 

our income increased, so did our expenses, leaving us still living precariously. 

"Okay," I said the next day.  "Maybe you're right about a reception."  As Marly opened her 

mouth, I added, "But no caterers.  We can't afford it, even if by some miracle we should sell 

your fruit art." 

"But we can't be cheap-ass," Marly said, flinging her hands up.  "It'll make the art look 

cheap. Who owes us?  Or do we owe everybody?" 

I thought. Our end of town had never been fashionable, and was now on the borderland 

of dangerous, but a lot of people, mostly artists, were trying to hang on.  A complicated 

webwork of barter had been formed, particularly among the women, as one method of 

survival. 

"Spring," I said. "If she doesn't have to do any parties–"

"Yes, Spring!"  Marly whirled around, hands on hips. "Then all we'll have to pay for will be 

groceries.  Of course this means no meat–"

"Vegan is hip," I said. "And you know it'll taste great." 

"Can we use Spring's kid and Lizzie as waitpersons?" Marly asked. 

I hesitated, not wanting to say how uncomfortable I felt about exposing my daughter to 

adult discussions of Marly's participational art. "Second graders?" 

"Too young.  Right."  Marly whirled around again, then struck another pose. She's always 

insisted that her indifferent luck in landing acting jobs was because she'd been born with a 

swan soul in a duck body.  "How about Mark?  We owe him or he owe us?" 
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It was my job, as the stationary one, to monitor the pendulum of obligations.  "We're 

even," I said.  "But Cornell really wants that first edition Dornford Yates ..." 

After an hour of energetic phone work, Marly had her reception put together.  Spring 

arrived, tired from work, to pick up her daughter Shay, and Marly pulled her into the gallery. 

While the two discussed the grocery list I went upstairs to get Shay. 

The familiar lilting melody of "Animal Dance," now played with confidence, brought me 

smiling to the attic.  In the skylight's slanting golden rays Elizabeth perched intently at the piano 

while Shay, swathed extravagantly in Gran's fringed brocade piano cover, scudded about the 

room as lightly as a bird.  The animals sat watching. 

When the song ended I said, "Shay, your mother is here."

The girls traded glances, then Shay laid the piano cover carefully in its place and started 

toward me, her blue eyes distracted.  

"That was a pretty dance," I said. 

"I'm learning from a girl at school," she said in her soft voice. "The music lady said I have

to dance–" She stopped suddenly. 

I turned, saw Spring coming up the steps, big and breezy, her butch-cut hair recently dyed 

a bright platinum.  "Hey, babe," she said, reaching a freckled hand to ruffle her daughter's hair.  

"I told you, dance if you want.  But no lessons." 

Shay pushed past and ran downstairs, Elizabeth on her heels.  

We followed more slowly.  "She's got talent," I said, thinking of those airily arched wrists, 

the graceful cant of head.  "A lot." 

"I know," Spring said with a grimace.  "But while we're living with my mother we play by 

her rules.  And number one hundred forty-seven is: Ballet Exploits Women's Bodies.  Damn.  If 

some helpful teacher is telling her to assert herself–" 
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"Lizzie says the 'music lady' is not a teacher." 

"Good.  It'll be a lot easier to tell some other parent to butt out if I have to."  She laughed 

as we caught up with the girls.  "C'mon, kiddo, into the car." 

"What was that about?" Marly asked, coming to the stairway.

I knew Marly would take up Shay's cause, but I also knew that Judyth Dorisdottir – which 

was Spring's mother's newest name – would be one of the loudest supporters of Marly's apple 

and celery art, so I said only, "Parent vs. teacher."

"God."  Marly rolled her eyes.

~

"This is me and you!"

I shook my head.  "It's my mother and me, when I was a year or two younger than you are 

now." 

Elizabeth frowned down at the picture, then up at me.  "She looks like you.  Except her 

hair is weird.  So's her dress.  Is she a hippie?" 

"People wore their hair that way in those days, and they dressed that way," I said, 

avoiding the question. 

"Was she nice?"

My conscious memories of my mother are brief, but I know there's more buried because I 

still can't listen to the Moody Blues, and once when I walked into a store and smelled 

sandalwood incense, I stopped as if I had hit an invisible wall, jolted by incomprehensible 

emotions. 

"She laughed a lot," I said.  "And her favorite food was pizza."

"Pizza!  Like Aunt Marly!" 
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"Just like Aunt Marly.  Now, let's put the photo album away." Elizabeth snuggled down 

into her bed; from below came a sudden gust of adult laughter, and the clink of silver and 

glassware.  "I'll have to go downstairs to Aunty Marly's party," I said.  "She'll need my help.  

Shall we have a chapter first?" 

"I don't want Charlotte's Web tonight," Elizabeth murmured, plucking at her bedspread.  

"It's too noisy down there." 

"Shall I drown them out with a little music?" 

"Okay."  

I went into the other room and played all her old favorites – "The Ash Grove" and some 

Resphigi – and finished up with her "Animal Dance."  When I finished, the tension had 

smoothed from her face, and her eyelids looked heavy enough for sleep.  

"Mom," she said as I kissed her, "I'm going to be a music lady."

"Sounds good," I said, as I always do whenever she talks about a possible career.   

"Remember, I'm right downstairs if you need me." 

The smells of perfume, food, wine met me halfway up the stairwell.  Noise resolved into 

individual voices as I walked into the close-packed store. Most of the people seemed to be 

Marly's theatre crowd, who would show up to anything, eat a lot, laugh more, and not buy so 

much as a giftcard – they had even less money than Marly did. 

Nodding to those I recognized and smiling at those I didn't, I made my way to Marly, who 

was rummaging, drink in hand, through my tapes.  "Oh there you are," she exclaimed.  "I heard 

the piano.  Kid suddenly need a lesson right in the middle of the party?" 

"Lizzie's not used to noise," I reminded her.  "Had to calm her down.  She's decided on a 

new career – music lady."

Marly brightened.  She enthuses over Elizabeth's leanings toward the arts, and ignores 

the occasional foray into what our guardians used to call the more practical fields.  "Great!  You 
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can tell her teacher – he's right behind you.  But first, what for atmosphere?" She held out 

several CDs. 

"Harry Partch."

"Bitch."  She laughed, dropped Philip Glass into the machine, and whirled into the thickest 

crowd, none of whom seemed to hear a note of the music. 

I replaced the Glass CD with Gesualdo, turning to see if it changed the atmosphere any.  

"Hi."  I barely heard the male voice over two women trilling showtunes in unlikely 

accents.  "Ms. Meredith?" 

A familiar pair of glasses, a balding blond head, and a square face resolved into Elizabeth's 

second grade teacher.  He looked out of place; his stiff smile confirmed it. 

"Mr. Bartholomew-Antonelli," I said.  "How nice to see you here." 

"Call me Ben.  Your sister invited me," he added deprecatingly.  "After hearing Elizabeth 

talk so much about the store, I thought it was time to see it." 

As he talked I smiled at him, observing details – the curl in his thinning hair, the chocolate 

brown of his eyes behind the glasses – that stripped away the classroom and restored his 

masculinity.  Perhaps something showed in my face, because within two exchanges about the 

art and books he had mentioned a mortgage, a wife. 

I countered with a deflection of my own – running a business – and somehow the 

conversation shifted from awkward to interesting.  "Elizabeth has decided on another career 

change, you'll be glad to know," I said. 

He smiled, a real one this time.  "What's that, five for this semester?  Well, I like a kid with 

ambition.  What's the new one?"

"Music lady.  Not musician, you understand– "

I expected a laugh, got a rueful nod, and a hard-to-interpret "Hmm."
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"Is there a problem?" I said.  The ready fears of parenthood sharpened my voice. 

Immediately his face smoothed back into teacher blandness.  "The 'music lady' is an 

experiment," he said.   "She appeared one day, offered to give the students a music program.  

Free.  Budget being what it is, we said sure." He added quickly, "There's always at least one 

staff member with her for every session, and the children are in supervised groups." 

"What's so different about this woman?" I asked in a more normal voice.

He rubbed his upper lip, sighed.  "I've monitored a few sessions – of course.  She just 

plays for them, sometimes tells them stories about where the songs come from.  Absolutely 

remarkable control of the kids.  They do just what she asks, whether it's to sing along, or dance, 

or even sit still." 

"A hundred seven-year-olds sit still?" I asked, laughing.  "She must be a magician." 

"Well, that's what Cara Fischmann at the daycare annex says." Ben shook his head in 

patent admiration.  "Madame Wanda – that's what she calls herself – showed up there late one 

day. Couple weeks ago, right after we'd had that six days straight of rain.  Kids were wild, 

toddlers screaming, staff going crazy.  Out comes the violin, and within ten minutes the babies 

were asleep and the rest of them sitting in a circle just like a Victorian illustration." 

I remembered the animals upstairs.  The adrenal-pang I felt took some time to interpret.  

Excitement, jealousy, desire.  A little fright. 

"This I have to see." 

~

The Three Furies.  I'd never said it out loud, of course.  But the image surfaced with the 

tides of school events. Spring, Margaret Cielo, and I – the only single mothers in this second 

grade class, all three of us with single daughters – hovered over our respective fledglings like 

falcons over the nest. 
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An unspoken kinship, our singleness was enough to draw us to sit together at Parents' 

Night presentations, and enabled us to begin conversations without the preliminary minuets of 

mutual child-praise and compliment-seeking, arrowing straight for the worries.  "Do you think 

it's all right for the children to...?"  "Do they know enough about the effects of this new 

program...?"  And always, the quick moment of suspicion – the edge of hostility behind the 

determined smile and bright tone – when a stranger was suddenly introduced into the 

children's lives when we were not at hand. 

We Furies were all there, standing together against the wall at the back of the big multi-

purpose room.  A scattering of other parents hovered along the perimeter, some waving 

surreptitiously at offspring as the classes filed in on orderly lines that harkened back to our own 

childhoods. 

The children sat on the floor in neat rows, their wrigglings and giggles barely restrained by 

the hissed admonitions of the vigilant teachers.  

Then a nut-brown woman swirled into the room, bright-colored draperies fluttering, her 

gray-streaked chignon askew on her narrow head.  Hairs drifted around her lined face as if 

charged by electric current. 

In her arms she bore, like a trophy, a huge woven basket.  She set it down; the scratch of 

the basket on the tile floor was audible in the suddenly quiet room. 

"I promised dancing today, didn't I?" Madame Wanda chirped in a cracked voice like an 

old parrot, her words bearing the trace of accent. 

"Yay!"  The kids gave a big cheer, clapping and talking.

Teachers moved to damp the noise, but the woman ignored it as she rummaged through 

her basket.  She pulled up a fiddle, and set it to her chin, drawing the bow across the strings.  A 

clear tone sang, cutting through the voices and rustlings. 

"We'll have some Celtic and some African today.  This first one is for all you Brians and 

Caitlins and Megans and Roberts."
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In the second row, Margaret's tiny, thin Megan flushed with pleasure at hearing her 

name.

Tapping her toe softly, Madame Wanda set a brisk beat, then launched into a wild melody 

that skipped between major and minor keys.  I found myself swaying, and on my left Spring 

jiggled and twisted to the beat, an unlikely figure in her crisp medical-technician uniform.  

On my right, Margaret was rigid, her breathing a soft hiss through the music.  In front of 

us, the children danced, most of them with the unconscious abandon of young animals.  Here 

and there were tight little groups of the more timid, my Elizabeth among them. These boys and 

girls bounced together, watching each other for clues and giggling helplessly, their limbs 

straight and stiff. Behind Elizabeth's group a self-possessed little girl with little talent but lots of 

training bobbed through a set of ballet combinations. Near her, breathing hard, Shay watched, 

then suddenly launched into a dance of her own.  She soon had a circle of clear space in which 

she twirled and leaped, her eyes half-closed, her hands and feet controlled with balletic grace.  

And like a thin little shadow, her face exalted, Megan copied her. 

When the song wound to its close the children groaned, but straight away the woman 

began another melody, this one slower and compelling in a different way.  Most of the children 

did not know how to dance slowly, and some stood about swaying or watching, until Shay and a 

couple of boys began pantomiming birds in flight.  Flocks of children raised arms in mimicry, 

and for several stanzas the floor rumbled as children swooped round and round in circles. 

The third piece was fast, with a Middle Eastern feel to it.  This time many of the children 

gathered naturally into circles, stomping and clapping in rhythm as the more adventurous 

moved into the center of the circle and danced.

Then Madame Wanda put away the violin and with quick motion of her hand, bade the 

children sit down.  Laughing and talking, they did so, but again silence fell with surprising 

swiftness when she tapped softly at a big drum. 

"Picture time," she said.  "We are in Africa, flying over the veldt.  What animals do we 

see?"
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With light taps and thundering, complicated drumbeats she evoked an array of familiar 

beasts and birds.  The children sat, most of them still and with eyes closed, concentrating on 

the sounds, and on her few words. 

"And last–" She pulled out a flute.  "–see your own story.  See a happy story, and send it 

skipping out into the world." 

Again I did not recognize the music, though some of the melodic themes seemed familiar, 

this time from African folk music. The sweetness of the long melodic line pulled at emotion, 

memory, and imagination, until at last I shut my eyes and daydreamed of long summer days 

and fountains in the sunlight and gazing up through wind-drifting hair into a pair of handsome 

dark eyes, and seeing my own happiness reflected there.

~

Does everyone have a kind of internal code?  The Three Furies; the Flash. 

In my seven years with Elizabeth, there have been half a dozen moments my internal 

speaker calls the Flash.  I'm with her, working or playing – the first time she was barely six

months old – or doing some childish activity while my mind runs on other matters.  I still don't 

know what causes me to look up – some subtle mechanism that I cannot perceive? – but I do, 

to see her eyes gazing directly into mine with a watchful assessment that ignites a frisson.  I 

smile, consciously infusing all my love into my smile and my voice, and I see her pupils contract 

as she smiles back. The moment is just like that snap of static electricity between flesh and 

metal, but it is internal, and it is not quite pain, or pleasure, but something of both.  Does she 

feel it as well?  Does the metal discharge the static, or does the flesh?  

I can't remember my mother's eyes.  In those old photos, she's squinting against the 

sunlight.  I can recall Gran's pale blue gaze, and its variety of expressions, from angry to 

searching, but I don't remember any flash.  My father never met anyone's eyes.
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And is it just limited to parents?  I've never asked another adult, even my sister.  I'm not 

sure what the greater risk is – to find out they don't know what I'm talking about, or that they 

have it all the time, with parents, children, lovers. 

There was no flash with Elizabeth's father.  There was no real joy, or even anger, just the 

mild, slightly bewildered pleasure of two socially awkward people who have managed to 

fumble their way into a relationship.  Fearful of giving pain, neither of us ever said no to the 

other, and so we met at parties, then alone, then found our way to bed.  When I discovered 

that I was pregnant, we stumbled through a conversation more painfully clumsy than any we'd 

ever had – arriving at no conclusion – following which he simply disappeared, and my regret 

was sufficiently tempered with relief that I never tried to find him. 

My ideal has always been the men in nineteenth century novels – well-spoken, elegantly 

dressed, romantic – and my favorite of all is Will Ladislaw from Middlemarch. I don't care that 

Henry James say's he's impossible.  Maybe that's because he's a woman's ideal man, everything 

a hero should be: romantic, artistic, passionate but honorable, just dangerous enough not to 

give a damn what society thinks of him. Sensitive and tender.

In my dreams I am Dorothea Casaubon – clever, wise, and fervent – and not just nerdy 

Barbra Meredith, older sister to outgoing, charming Marilyn. 

When Madame Wanda's music ended, I surrendered my daydream reluctantly, scarcely 

aware of anything around me until I became aware of Spring muttering softly: "Shit, shit, shit, 

shit, shit." 

I jerked my head up.  The children pressed round Madame Wanda, who was nearly 

hidden from view behind a forest of wildly waving hands.  She was handing out sheet music, 

one to each child.  I kept watching until the gnarled fingers plunged once more into the basket, 

pulled out a sheet for my own daughter, who turned away grinning, the paper clutched tightly 

to her chest. 

"What's wrong?" I asked Spring. 
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"Look."  She pointed across to the other wall, where a knot of women stood.  With 

surprise, I recognized the sharp angles of anger, of distrust.

As I watched, one of the women lifted her chin and spoke. "Margaret." 

It was a summons.  Margaret Cielo stood halfway between us and them, biting her lip.  In 

the dwindling group of children, Megan waited, her happy face upturned, her hand waving 

eagerly for one of those sheets of paper. 

Spring muttered, "It's Alison Evans and her goddamn pantygirdle Nazi squad.  You just 

watch.  They've decided the old lady's some kind of Satanic Pied Piper." 

"Madame Wanda?" I asked stupidly.  Now all my good mood had evaporated. As the last 

children walked out, orderly and in lines once again, I watched Madame Wanda bend and pack 

away her instruments into her basket. "I thought you weren't sure about this program," I said. 

"I don't want anyone pushing my kid into ballet. Madame Wanda obviously isn't doing 

anything like that. Evans and her gang are pissed because their kids had a good time.  Which 

means they're going straight to hell.  Look at 'em!"  She pointed at the tight circle of women, 

who were talking in subdued whispers.  Alison Evans' thin hands gestured; I could see the 

tendons standing out.  "Fundie buttheads," Spring snarled.  "They spoiled Halloween for every 

kid at this school, but they're not going to get away with ruining this." 

She started marching away, then turned.  "You coming? We gotta get to the principal 

first.  Or are you going to let the assholes take over?"  

Alison Evans looked up, her lips compressed. 

"I just want to listen," I said.

"Suit yourself." Spring's unplucked brows met in a straight line as she glared across the 

room at Alison Evans.  For a moment the two women gazed at one another, then Spring 

muttered, "Tight-assed bitch," and stalked to the door. 
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Alison Evans' carefully groomed face betrayed no expression beyond a very slight distaste.  

As the other women waited, she stepped up to Madame Wanda and cleared her throat 

delicately. 

Madame Wanda paused, looked up, then straightened with a bounce, her crinkled face 

beaming with happy expectation.  "Yes?  You have a question, ma'am?"

"Just one or two," Mrs. Evans said, in her faint, precise voice.  I had never seen her in 

anything but a dress, her hair lacquered into obedience, her sensible, elegant low heels shiny.  

Her daughter always wore lacy dresses, even to play in.  Ladylike, that was Mrs. Evans.  We had 

never exchanged a word; I was a little afraid of her. 

"Please."  Madame Wanda dropped her basket, and folded her hands, her eyes narrowed 

searchingly.  "Ask."

"There are many parents at this school who are actively concerned with their children's 

education," Mrs. Evans said.

Madame Wanda bowed her head in a bobbing little nod.  "This is good, it is good." 

"Not just academics," Mrs. Evans said in her well-modulated voice.  "Their morals and 

ethics ... words many people do not value, these days, I fear."

"I value them," Madame Wanda said.

Mrs. Evans' mouth smiled sweetly, but her voice sharpened just a little.  "Then you will 

immediately understand that we want our children to grow up with a good grasp of reality – of 

truth.  Indulging in fantasy mars the clear understanding of truth, and can lead very often to evil 

thoughts and behaviors."

"To see, to hold, beauty in the mind ... it is very like a prayer," Madame Wanda said 

slowly. 

Mrs. Evans' chin lifted.  "That is not prayer. I'm very sorry, but this–" She waved her hand 

at the auditorium "–is not at all the type of prayer Our Lord clearly instructed his followers to 
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use. I am very much afraid my daughter will not be able to participate in this program, not 

when there is a question of her spiritual health."  She turned away, gathering the others with a 

look.  Margaret followed, but she was biting her lip in the old, frightened way. 

In silence they walked to the door, their high heels clacking.  I realized I was alone with 

Madame Wanda.  She faced me, her hands still folded.  She was waiting.

Suddenly I, who was always part of the audience, was on stage.  I thought wildly, said, 

"My daughter loves the 'Animal Dance.'" 

Again, that beaming smile, like the glow of sun meeting fountain.  "She wanted something 

to make her pets happy." 

She remembered my daughter.  Out of all those kids, she remembered mine.  What does 

that mean? I gave an awkward laugh that echoed in the almost-empty room.  All the happiness 

had been drained out of it, leaving me feeling clumsy and exposed and apprehensive.  "The pets 

seemed to be listening," I said, looking at her wispy hair, her gnarled hands.  "Well, I won't take 

up your time.  Good-bye." 

She gave that little nodding bow.  "Good day."

~

"Margaret Cielo," Marly said, chin in hands.  "Isn't she the one with the stalker husband?"

"Ex-husband," I said.  "He's gone now."  Upstairs, unbidden, Elizabeth began her warm-up 

scales. 

"And those church women saved her life."  Marly pursed her lips. 

"They stayed with her when she got the restraining order.  They sat with her through the 

trial.  When he got out of jail, they went to her house and camped there.  He apparently came 

twice, and each time they were there, and offered to pray with him.  He hasn't been seen or 

heard of since." 
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Marly whistled.  "Didn't he break her arm a couple of times, and burn her with 

cigarettes?" 

"Her arm and her jaw.  Ribs another time.  It was Megan he burned with the cigarettes," I 

said. 

Marly shuddered.  "I woulda got a shotgun."

"You wouldn't have stayed with him that long." 

Marly's eyes narrowed.

"I didn't mean that as an insult," I said quickly.  "About your relationships."  I gave that 

stupid laugh I hate so much; it was a defensive noise, no humor at all, and it had come out me, 

like a rabbit's bleat, ever since I was small.  "At least you have some." 

Marly began tapping her fork in time to Elizabeth's rhythm. "I wish I'd known about that 

creep," she said slowly.  "I would've liked to give him a taste of his own temper." 

I pressed my arms across my stomach, trying not to imagine myself in Margaret's place.  It 

had been terrifying enough to hear about from a distance.  As I watched my sister's tapping, I 

realized there was a second issue, equally disturbing.  It had nothing to do with Margaret, or 

with Madame Wanda.  It was between us. 

Marly sighed.  "Well, I don't see how they could get their knickers in a twist over this 

music lady.  So she's got some sort of nutty New Age idea she's spreading good vibes by mental 

magic.  How can that hurt anyone? I mean, listen."  She cocked her head.  "You'd think parents 

– even religious nuts – would be glad to have their kid show that kind of interest in the arts." 

Elizabeth had finished her scales and promptly launched into her new piece.  Tension 

seemed to drain from my body as I listened to the new melody.  The image of Margaret's 

battered face was replaced with breeze-stirred roses in the slanting rays of afternoon, with 

bees weaving sleepily among the blossoms. 
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"Stained glass windows," Marly said, smiling up at the ceiling.  "That song makes me think 

of stained glass and jewelry and fireworks."  She paused, and I realized too late she had been 

waiting for me to tell her what I'd been thinking.  Though I'd never considered telling anyone 

about my Middlemarch daydream, this image of a summer garden I would have shared.  But it 

was too late. 

Marly pursed her lips, then said, "You knew what was happening to Margaret while it 

happened, didn't you.  Yet you didn't try to help." 

Her tone was reflective, not at all accusing, but the tension returned to my guts.  Upstairs, 

Elizabeth began the new melody again. The joy seemed to have gone out of it; she played it 

faster. 

"How could I have helped?" I said. "I don't really know her ... and even if I had, I would 

have been terrified he'd just go after me for interfering."  Memory: Margaret's fearful face 

when she came to pick up her daughter, then in kindergarten, and my watching her, wishing I 

could somehow get the power to rescue her. 

"Those fundie women faced him." 

"They did it in groups.  He couldn't fight a whole group.  They stayed with her in shifts –

some all night, some all day.  They refused to leave, and when he cussed at them, they prayed 

at him."

"It seems to have worked." She quirked her brows, then the humor faded from her 

expression, and she gazed directly at me, her brown eyes steady.  My own gazed dropped to 

the fork in her fingers.  "Maybe that's what you ought to do, Barb," she said.  "Get religion." 

And there it was after all, the issue between us, uncovered like a well, while Elizabeth's 

music rained around us. 

"What I need is courage," I said. 
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"For what?" she asked.  "Just to sit on the sidelines and watch while everyone else makes 

dumb mistakes?  I was always the one who fell down when we were kids, not you.  I got the 

scraped knees, the dirty clothes, got laughed at in public, and got yelled at by Gran.  Not you." 

"I watched you get hurt." I fought to keep my voice steady.  "I was always afraid to get 

hurt like you did.  When we were little, and when we were adults." 

She sighed, and closed her eyes.  "Did it hurt when Ron left you?" 

"Yes ... No.  Not really. It was actually kind of a relief." 

She shook her head. "You didn't love the guy, but you not only slept with him, you had his 

kid.  We're like a couple of aliens, Barb." 

"Don't be mad at me," I said tightly.  Upstairs the piano was silent. 

Marly laughed, and lunged across the table to press her cheek against mine.  She smelled 

like cinnamon and hair mousse and like my little sister when we used to get out of the bath. 

"I'm not mad," she said.  "We are what we are – a pianist bookworm and a brilliant actress who 

can't get work."  She cocked her head again. "But I don't think you should bail on this hearing at 

the school." 

I shook my head.  "How can I do anything?  Spring is going to war – talked to a lawyer and 

everything.  And Mrs. Evans will get her church gang out in full force.  It's going to be nasty, and 

anyone else who speaks will get ground up in the crossfire–"  I heard a step behind me, and 

stopped. 

"Mom?  Are you going to the meeting tonight?" 

I turned around.  Elizabeth stood in the doorway, her eyes enormous.

"I don't know," I said.  "Religious brangles aren't my scene." 

"You have to."  Elizabeth marched into the kitchen, her hands on her hips.  "Marie Fleur 

says the music lady is like an angel, teaching us good things. But Suzi Evans says the music lady 
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is wicked, and she also said that Marie isn't a real Christian. But Marie's a Catholic, which is the 

oldest kind, so she should know, shouldn't she?" 

"Suzi and her mom are fundies," Marly said with satisfaction.  "They believe in mind-

control and they preach hatred." 

I frowned at her.  "Never mind – Aunt Marly is just kidding," I said.  "Have you kids been 

fighting at school?" 

Elizabeth nodded firmly.  Again I saw a small Marly in the way she threw her arms wide 

and proclaimed, "Suzi Evans came to school today and said that anyone who goes to the music 

lady is going straight to Hell.  They burn you there, for ever and ever."  She paused, then turned 

to me, her brows knit.  "Is that true?" 

"Of course not," Marly exclaimed.  "Hell's just a fairy tale someone made up to get kids to 

behave." 

Elizabeth's mouth opened in a surprised O.  "But Suzi isn't allowed to do make-believe," 

she said.  "She gets spanked if she does make-believe!"

I sent a dirty look at Marly and said with heavy meaning, "Kids often repeat things they 

hear adults say, and sometimes they get it wrong, Elizabeth."  Marly sighed, and I went on. "The 

main thing is, does Madame Wanda know you're fighting about her? I'll bet anything she 

wouldn't like it, any more than she would have liked the way you just played her song." 

"That's because I'm mad." Elizabeth crossed her arms and gave a dramatic toss of her 

head.  "Suzi's mom wants to take away the music lady, just like she did our school Trick-or-Treat 

carnival.  You can't let it happen, Mom.  I love the music lady.  You have to go, Mom!" 

Marly turned from Elizabeth to me, her brown eyes that were so much like Elizabeth's 

narrowed just the same way, her nails tapping on the table.  Suddenly she sat up straight, her 

eyes widening, her hands gesturing, and in her most theatrical voice, she started to quote:

"'And when all were in to the very last, 
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'The door in the mountain-side shut fast. 

'Did I say all?'"  

She turned to Elizabeth, who still accepted the incomprehensibility of adults' orthogonal 

subject-changes.  My daughter recognized the poem immediately, of course – she and Marly 

had read it together every night through the preceding winter. On cue, she said, "'No! One was 

lame...'" 

Marly prompted, "And could not dance the whole of the way ..."

The high voice and the low, in antiphonal melody, quoted Browning's lines, and I 

remembered the eight-year-old Marly carrying off the school Talent Show prize with just that 

poem, in the teeth of angry and bemused sixth graders who had expected to win.  

I watched my daughter's bright eyes, her quick breathing, as they swapped lines, building 

toward her own favorite. 

"'For he led us, he said, to a joyous land'..."  Marly whispered in a thrilling voice. 

"'Joining the town and just at hand!"'  Elizabeth chanted back. 

Faster and faster came the lines about the magical land in the mountain:

"'The sparrows were brighter than peacocks here'..."

"'And their dogs outran our fallow deer'..."

"And honey-bees,'" Marly said lingeringly, leaning forward on her chair, "'had lost their 

stings–'"

Elizabeth danced around the room, shouting, "And horses were born with eagles' wings!'"

"Eagles' wings!"

"Eagles' wings," Elizabeth cried, laughing.  And lifting her arms, she ran about the room 

making horse noises and pretending to fly.  Together they said the favorite line one more time, 
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then, more quietly, more slowly, they finished the poem, Marly watching me over my 

daughter's head.  

I said nothing, but when the performance was over, I clapped, and they both curtseyed, 

laughing, so alike and so not alike. To my sister I said, "I take your point." And breathing deeply, 

I added, "I won't be the little lame boy closed out of the mountain, this time.  I promise." 

~

Once, when we were younger, Marly had told me the secret of facing people was to play 

a role.  I thought at the time that this was a recipe for a phony encounter--what if everyone is 

playing roles, how can there be any meeting of minds?  What would be the point?

But now I tried to clothe myself in Dorothea Casaubon's personality.  As I drove to the 

school, my insides churning with stomach acid, I worked hard to calm myself, to envision myself 

in one of her black gowns.  Tall, graceful, with the bright, sincere eyes of the crusader for all 

that is good and kind in human nature.  She had also been a Christian, and for a short time I 

wished I had some kind of religion; but what came in memory was Gran's dry voice constantly 

chiding us for sinning, and Dad's whisper over her coffin at the funeral: It's all self-delusion.  

There's no meaning to life, none to death.  Just pain, and our attempts to wall ourselves against 

it.

I'd gone with Spring to a couple of the New Age groups she and her mother had joined 

over the last ten years.  It had been fun, sometimes faintly embarrassing, but I'd never felt any 

cosmic flash, or gained any significant insight.  I didn't think the Evans crowd had it either; in 

surrendering her freedom of choice Margaret Cielo might have found security, but she still did 

not seem to have peace. 

Why are we here? I thought, and drifts of melodies ran through my mind, not enough to 

bring back joyful dreams.  Madame Wanda's music was a wall against the pain, that much I 

could defend.  What I didn't understand, was how she managed to make it work for so many 

children.  Spring had called her a Pied Piper; Madame Wanda herself had termed it very like a 
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prayer.  She must be a magician, I heard my own voice to Elizabeth's teacher.  Remarkable ...

miraculous. 

That was what had scared Alison Evans.  Just hearing about it from the teacher had scared 

me.  Did the woman really control the kids?  Did she have some kind of, well, power? 

Would I have the guts to ask?  As I cruised along the crammed parking lot, I tried to see 

myself standing up and speaking out.  Maybe if I thought out my words ahead of time, I 

wouldn't sound foolish. 

I found a spot further down the street, and walked back past the long line of cars, 

evidence of the troubled minds of the other parents.  Would we go to this much trouble for 

ourselves?  Marly was right, I decided, as I smoothed down my good skirt.  I would sit on the 

sidelines if it concerned my own happiness.  When it came to Elizabeth's, protective anger 

made me brave. 

The auditorium was already full, the air warm and stale-smelling.  A dull roar of sound 

enfolded me.  Head down, muttering polite Excuse-mes, I made my way past the line of parents 

standing along the walls, looking for a space. 

The line ended near the door to backstage.  I was next to the first couple rows, but from 

my angle I could only see the very front of the stage.

"Barb!"  

Heads turned; Spring rose from the front row, almost unrecognizable in a formidable blue 

wool suit, expensive gems dangling from her ears.  She crossed the floor rather mincingly in her 

high heels, and grinned.  "Like the power clothes?  And look at Mom, wearing her Satan 

Special."  Judyth Dorisdottir waved from the front row, her plump body squeezed into an 

aggressively red dress. "If I'd known you were coming, I would've saved you a seat." 

"It's okay.  I can see from here," I said.

"Look at that pile of lead-lined hypocrites," Spring said.  Her voice wasn't modulated at all.
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I glanced past her dismissive hand, saw bowed heads in the first four rows on the other 

side of the auditorium.

"Yakking of peace and goodwill at Christmas, but by God the rest of the year they're 

working hard to make sure every kid in reach is forced into their goose-stepping obedience 

trip."  She grinned again.  "Bet old Reed's butt's been on fire today; every lawyer in town 

must've called.  I know ours did.  She said last fall that she couldn't do anything about 

Halloween as it was originally a religious holiday, but this here is a clear infringement of 

constitutional right."  She dusted her hands as she said, "Separation of Church and State. Damn, 

that sounds mighty official, doesn't it?" She gloated so obviously I had to laugh. 

Before I could frame an answer, the principal came out and held up his hands.  Spring 

hustled back to her seat, teetering a little on her seldom-worn heels.  The roar of low 

conversation dwindled into whispers, then to silence. 

Mr. Reed licked his lips.  One hand trembled as he assembled and stacked some papers 

on the podium. 

"Good evening," he said.  "The staff and I appreciate the concerns of all you parents and 

guardians.  This meeting tonight is intended as a forum for questions and answers, in hopes 

that hearing one another's views will enable us to find a compromise we can all accept.  But 

before we begin, our music teacher wishes to address you."   Again the rise in voices, and hands 

stabbed into the air.  "Please.  Please," Mr. Reed said. "You'll all have your chance to be heard 

afterward.  I promise." 

A low, swift susurrus of whispers rose, and died quickly as Madame Wanda stepped out 

onto the stage.  She wore the same kind of outfit I'd seen the day before, a loose amalgam of 

bright prints, except where before they had had an African motif, these looked Eastern 

European.  Her hair was still in a chignon, and strands escaped to frame her face. 

Her hands were pressed together before her, palm to palm, as she looked over the 

audience.  The room was utterly silent when at last she spoke. 
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"I am sorry," she said slowly, her accent more evident than it had been the day before.  "I 

am very sorry to have been a cause of strife.  For me, the best solution is to remove the cause, 

and so I will go away. Tonight."

Rustlings hissed through the room.  Tension made my armpits burn with acid-sweat. 

Spring yelled out, "You can't!  That's giving in to the hate-freaks!" 

Sound smote the walls, everyone speaking at once. 

Madame Wanda raised one hand, palm out.  Her fingers were long, and still, and graceful 

in their muscular structure.  Beautiful hands, I thought, distracted.  Aged, and beautiful. 

The voices died to low whispers. "When I came, your children's ears were open. Their 

hearts were open to the joy that music can bring.  Now their ears are closed.  Their hearts are 

filled with anger, with fear, with contention.  My music cannot bring them joy, therefore I must 

go." 

She turned and walked off.  Mr. Reed backed onto the stage, amid a roar of voices.  He 

shook his head, talking earnestly, but I could not hear, close as I was to the stage.  He turned, 

swiped a distracted hand over his sparse hair, and walked to the podium.  "Please, folks," he 

said, turning up the mike.  "We'll now listen to one another ..."  There was a terrible squawk of 

feedback from the antiquated sound system. 

'I won't be the little lame boy,' my mind chanted over and over.  I took a deep breath and 

began to edge toward the door. 

"I'll call on Mrs. Evans first," he said.  "But you'll all get your chance ..."

I realized that I did not want to listen to Alison Evans' faint, poisonous voice. I slid along a 

little faster, found the exit door behind me, pressed the bar and slipped out. 

Cool air was sweet on my face.  The sound of voices from inside was muted, and I was 

glad I couldn't hear the words.  I stood there, breathing slowly, fighting against a swarm of 

emotions I could not define as I looked for Madame Wanda. 
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My eyes adjusted to the darkness and I saw movement: a gray head bobbing as 

something was loaded into a car.  I stepped forward, squinting, and the figure resolved into 

Madame Wanda. 

She tucked her basket into the back seat of a battered old Toyota, and shut the door.  If I 

did not speak, in a moment she would drive away. 

I could watch her leave ... or I could be Dorothea, who dared to go and speak, to try to 

find if not some answers, at least some understanding. 

Madame Wanda heard my steps, and paused, waiting.  The streetlight was directly behind 

her, so her face was in shadow. 

"I wish you wouldn't go," I said.  "My daughter – not just her, but –"  I spoke in a rush.  "I 

loved the way I felt yesterday, when you played.  I hate to see that taken away." 

"It is not gone," Madame Wanda said.  "If you remember it with the same joy with which 

you listened." She fumbled in a worn purse, and I heard the clink of keys. "My hope is that the 

children will remember the joy, and will seek it again, in music and in art, in literature, in one 

another." 

"Oh please," I said.  "I need to know ... how you did it?"  When she said nothing, I made a 

nervous gesture.  "You said yesterday to Alison Evans that the music was like a prayer.  The 

daycare woman called you a magician."

"Ah."  She gave that little nod, like a bow.  "I think I understand your question.  My music 

is a gift, and I give it to all who listen.  They give back to me their joyful dreams, and in turn I 

send these out to those who have no music, but who wish to hear, to see, to feel that joy." 

She didn't sound wise, or powerful: she sounded crazy. 

But I saw what I saw.  Would my doubts, my fears, diminish even the memory?

She leaned forward and touched my hand.  "You are a seeker, and I am a giver.  Know 

that givers still seek, and seekers can give.  All it takes is faith." 
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She backed away.  The light, now falling softly on her face, bathed her smile. 

"Faith in what? Is there really magic?" I blurted.  Is there something to believe in?  "If 

there is, and you believe you have it, why don't you go in there and tell them about it?  Make 

them listen to your music?  Make them be happy for their own good?" 

Even as I said it, I felt the old paralyzing doubts grip me, the crippling sense of 

unworthiness that kept me in corners at parties, that made me sit at the side watching the 

others play games.  That pressed me to the window when my mother said good-bye, and 

walked out the front door forever.  "Except you can't," I said sickly. "Then you'd be just like Mrs. 

Evans." 

"Her full nature," Madame Wanda said, "like that river of which Cyrus broke the strength, 

spent itself in channels which had no great name on the earth."  I realized she was quoting.  

And the words were familiar, but my mind did not dwell on them, instead it raced ahead, 

looking for meaning – for direction – for truth.  

"Free choice, is that it?" I said quickly. "'Force makes many a sinner, but not one saint.'" 

But how can we let our children choose freely?  The cost, when we are wrong, is so terrible. 

Behind us, the double doors banged open, and voices spilled out: excited, angry, resigned, 

even humorous. 

Madame Wanda tipped back her head, and continued softly. "'The effect of her being on 

those around her was incalculably diffusive: for the growing good of the world is partly 

dependent on unhistoric acts; and that things are not so ill with you and me as they might have 

been, is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest in unvisited 

tombs.'" 

She touched my cheek in a brief caress, then turned and opened her car, and slid into it, 

and started the engine.  Still standing on the sidewalk, I watched; just as the first of the parents

reached me, she drove away slowly. 
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The people flowed around me, all of them talking, but I stood where I was, an island in 

the tide of humanity, embracing the answer that was no answer, but the gift – the flash! – of a 

much greater question. 

For I had recognized the quotation. 

It was the last paragraph of Middlemarch. 
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Intergender Memo

By Jason R. Wallace

TO: Those Women I've Seen About

FROM: Jason R. Wallace

SUBJECT: Pettiness and Superficiality

I don't think you get it. Think about this in evolutionary terms: the smarter ones survive, the 

pretty ones get eaten. If you insist on being with an appetizer, go right ahead. Just know that 

we're not sticking around when the models become main courses for fine-dining worms.

For Byronic example:

She walks along the sidewalk straight

Towards modern men with fine physique.

Their tempos slow to match her gait

And off they go! Forget the meek,

The boys whose bodies more relate

To checkers games or hide and seek.

One muscle more, one stretch at less
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Has dropped the normal in the dirt.

Average Joe is under stress.

A remedy for this grave hurt?

To lock one's heart up in duress

And love? To leave behind, desert.

And on those teeth and perfect eyes

She dotes and flutters lashes fair

Until the bond turns all to lies,

Romance a simple bit of flair.

What remains is a pale reprise

Of popular and cheap despair.
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Her

By Miranda Mayer

Her darkness attracted me at first. I felt like I belonged to it, and I envied her for 

possessing such pallid beauty without trying. Me, I had to paint my fingernails black, and to 

wear black clothes; I dyed my hair pitch coal, and lined my eyes densely with darkness. I 

brooded; I felt detached, all my life. I didn’t feel connected to the sunnier people; to the 

giggling and forced nasal speech peppered with the world ‘like’. The shining, well-coiffed hair, 

and fashionable clothes … The overachievers and the jocks, they might as well have been from 

another planet. I was always aware of the whispers and sneers as I passed them by, a guy 

wearing eyeliner, reeking of wet cigarette. There's a lot to laugh about there. I never quite 

related to any of those people; nor did I seek to. So I made sure they knew I wasn’t interested 

in their world by making myself appear as separate from them as I could. They lived in their 

own world and I made my own. My world included two more souls who thought themselves 

unique, but were exactly like me. Our universe consisted of a notch in the back wall of the 

racquetball court building that was shielded by the wind by a row of massive poplars. It was

the perfect place to hide. The ground was peppered with butts, and smoothened by the soles 

of our Converse All-Stars. Wristbands with studded leather and a joint made of hash and 

tobacco that took us a week to finish.

We hardly spoke to one another. Occasionally we would allude to our misery; our 

troubles, our trials and our shared curse of being chronically misunderstood. There was Kurt, 

who was gay and angry and Rebecca, who had no idea who she was. Kurt was at least one step 

ahead of us in our hunt for identity. It was likely on any given day, between classes and at 

lunch, you would find us there behind the racquetball courts, smoking cigarettes or something 

less legal, sometimes eating something, other times just standing against the wall, one foot flat 

on the bricks, knee bent watching the poplar leaves dance in the wind. If it was cold, we would

huddle in a circle. We’d share a joint, and I would stare at Rebecca’s striped socks that went up 
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to her thighs and her frayed black denim miniskirt, but mostly at the smooth, pale length of 

exposed skin of her thighs. She was a nice looking girl, underneath her black lipstick. She

had her hair cut in an asymmetrical bob, longer on her left side than the right, and dyed a wine-

red. She had a silver stud, a tiny little sphere in her nose. She liked to wear a necklace of little 

skull-head beads. A string of grimaces. Above them, her pale face. I watched her pupils expand

wide, gobbling up the brilliant golden-hazel irises like a lunar eclipse.

But next to her, Rebecca was a shade. A shadow. I don’t really remember where I met 

her exactly. Things always got hazy when I was around her in the beginning. It could have been 

at the Tower, but maybe not. I know she likes the place. She’s sort of fascinated by it. 

The Tower of London is not a tower, and nor is it in London. It’s a storefront in a rather 

defunct part of town wedged between a cheap furniture store and a used book shop facing a 

secondary, dead-end street nobody drove down. You can’t see inside because the windows are 

blacked out, and the door is solid wood. All there is to indicate it’s a business is a sign, a really 

nice sign for what it is, made of painted wood with the letters routed into it, leafed in a

darkened, weathered and with a patina of coppery gold. They used some fancy scripty-looking 

text, the T and the L elaborate and curly. Inside the door, it’s a cross between a cowboy era 

bordello and something ripped out of the Georgian period. The walls are draped in deep blood-

coloured velvet swags, some edged in gold fringes and tassels. The furniture is equally as

ornate and cheesy; upholstered in jewel-toned purple, deep gold, red, royal blue and emerald 

green velvets and brocades. Hanging on the walls, over the folds and swags of velvet are gold-

framed portraits. They’re all ghoulish and dark, some random figure, sallow, dressed in ruffled 

shirts and cuffs, or a period gown and bodice, dark hair, glaring eyes that follow you. The

floor is carpeted in red with gold acanthus leaves woven into it.

It’s really just a hangout. It costs five dollars to just walk in the door for the night. 

Somehow it manages to stay un-dingy, despite the regular Goth traffic that comes churning 

through here. There are little black-enamelled and gold-leafed tables everywhere. A tacky 

gold-painted sideboard offers tea and coffee from ugly over-decorated urns. Splenda and

teabags are hidden in rows of enamelled black and gold boxes. There is a sort of bar on the 
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right as you come in, facing the large parlour. You can get non-alcoholic drinks served to you in 

cut glass stemmed goblets so you can feel sophisticated. And some nights, if you’re lucky, you 

can get some wine or something spiked, if the owner is feeling naughty. She sometimes serves 

snacks, but she prefers to keep things simple. There are booth-like alcoves holding large 

loveseats along the wall facing the bar, and a large one in the back. Behind the swags the 

speakers usually play Trance to the Sun or some other faded and obscure Goth Rock group.

Well, expectedly, the patrons of this place are what one would imagine. Kids like me; 

acting out the melodrama of our lives, baleful gazes and eyeliner; dyed hair, piercings and 

sorrow. I would go there with Rebecca; we’d choose one of the many cosy alcoves along the 

wall, sit in the plush loveseat and make out. I’d tell her that she was beautiful.

She’d tell me she liked my docs. It suited us.

Now I look down on the Tower from above. Across the street from it is the back of a large 

bank-building. It’s hot tonight, so a lot of the kids are outside, smoking. They’re about eight 

stories down. There’s a girl who calls herself Elora, bright red lipstick, more Rockabilly than

Goth, sleeve tats and a mole drawn on her upper lip with an eyebrow pencil. I like her hair. She 

has it forties style, with the bangs and all. She looks like a pin-up, glossy patent red leather 

corset and all. It seems to work with her black cargo pants and doc martens. Kurt’s there with 

her, they’re sharing the same cigarette, bitching about something. Rebecca is inside the Tower, 

making out with someone else. She is beside me. She is fascinated with the place. She doesn’t 

speak of it, but if I need to find her, nine times out of ten, at sunset she’s here, gazing down at 

the Tower. She never goes in, but she likes it most when the occupants are outside so she can 

watch them. There’s a smudge on her cheek. I want to reach out to clean it off, but she 

doesn’t like it when I touch her. Behind us, the door to the roof utility shed is still open, and 

the light bulb is still swinging. It brings back the image of her face, only a few moments earlier.

The swinging light made everything strange. Swing; her face is a skull, swing, she’s 

magnificent, swing, she’s a lost child, swing, she is God. Her eyes looked so hollow for that 

second, it scared me. Her skin is so white it might as well be bone. Now in the full of the night, 

she’s back. She’s vibrant. Fresh from the kill. Our quarry is laying on the floor, on his
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side, his back to us. The pendulous light only seems to touch the folds of his clothing as it 

swings.

She looks playful. A smirk on her unnaturally red lips. “Before we move him, let’s play a 

game, shall we?” Her voice is like the velvet from the Tower’s walls; older sounding than her 

face, husky even, with a lilt and maybe a shred of an accent I can not identify. She doesn’t like 

to leave our kills here. She likes it here too much to bring attention to this spot. We usually 

move them to other locations where they won’t be found. My interest is piqued. I still like 

games too.

She is wry as she looks at me. Her lion’s mane of shimmering blue-black tube curls frames 

her heart-shaped face and tumbles down to the middle of her back. Her eyes are ringed in long 

black lashes that would be the envy of any woman. She’s wearing smoky-eyed makeup tonight. 

Her eye whites pop, her irises look like hematite. She’s dressed in a simple white, billowy 

sleeved blouse with the buttons open to her cleavage. A jewelled pendant hangs just above the 

cleft, a rosette of filigree with small stones embedded in it. She has slacks on with long cuffs 

that fall over a pair of black leather boots with a round forties toe and a thick heel. She could 

be any woman; except for her exceptional face. So beautiful. I catch just the tiniest glimpse of 

one of her canines as she smiles. She’s good at hiding them.

“Follow my lead, grasshopper,” and without any notice she jumps off the edge of the 

building. My pulse would have quickened had my heart still been beating. I gazed over the 

edge just in time to watch her land right in the centre of the street, between Karl and Elora and 

four other kids who are standing on the opposite side of the street. Her boots make a loud 

crack as she hits the ground. She hits it hard; I’m surprised her heels don’t break off. She lands 

in a squat, her hand touching the pavement, white like a snowflake against the tarmac.

She rises with a smooth liquidity, eyes locked on Elora with an almost seductive gaze. She 

then looks up at me, and I see in a flash she wants me to follow. So I do. By the time I land, 

she’s gone; she is fast. Faster than any other one like us that I know of. I glance at Karl and look

at him, but I don’t think he recognizes me without my dye and eye makeup. I’m in a pair of 

distressed, boot-cut jeans I paid ninety dollars for and a striped dress-shirt. She told me that I 
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should look more mainstream; pretty-boy like, she said. I pursue her, and leave behind a group 

of startled kids. Elora is weeping. As I run away, I hear her cry out: 

“I knew it! I knew it! Oh my God I knew it!”

Our chase scene is over. We sit on the building’s edge enjoying the aftermath, our legs 

dangling over the side. Nobody can see us even if they are looking up and pointing at where 

they thought we’d come from. She is grinning. The whole patronage of the Tower had come 

out to the street hoping they’d get a glimpse. They were filtering back inside, Elora still

weeping tears of joy. She sighs. I think sometimes, she wants to be down there with them. She 

wants to be like Elora. She wants something to believe in.

I leave her there; she always lingers until they close and kick everyone out. She can move 

the kill on her own. She's strong enough. Oddly, she never kills from this group – the Goth kids 

of the Tower. Except me. I feel angry for a second, but it quickly fades away. She treasures 

them. Maybe she treasured me. All those times Rebecca and I came and went, I imagine she 

was up here, watching me. Maybe I am her part of the Tower. Her part of that world. Now I 

look nothing like it. I look like those kids who I could never relate to. The ones I wanted 

nothing to do with. A pretty-boy. It’s hard not to laugh at that. I glance back and she’s still

sitting there, the breeze picking up some of her curls. “Sleep tight,” I whisper, and she hears 

me. A nod. “See you tomorrow night.”

She’ll be here. As long as the Tower is. Little deity, watching over her flock.
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Manic is the Dark Night

By Michael Lee Johnson

Deep into the forest

the trees have turned

black, and the sun

has disappeared in

the distance beneath 

the earth line, leaving

the sky a palette of grays

sheltering the pine trees

with pitch-tar shadows.

It is here in this black

and sky gray the mind

turns

tosses norms and pathos

into a ground cellar of hell,

tosses words out through the teeth.

"Don't smile or act funny,

try to be cute with me;
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how can I help you today 

out of your depression?"

I feel jubilant, I feel over the moon

with euphoric gaiety.

Damn I just feel happy!

Back into the wood of somberness

back into the twigs,

sedated, the psychiatrist

scribbles notes, nonsense on a pad of yellow paper:

"Mania, oh yes, mania - I prescribe

lithium, do I need to call the police?"

No sir, back into the dark woods I go.

Controlled, to get my meds. I 

twist and rearrange my smile,

crooked, to fit the immediate need.

Deep in my forest

the trees have turned black again,

to satisfy the conveyer –

the Lord of the dark wood.
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Man Drowns in Bed 

By Margaret Fieland 

           The ship sailed east. Don’t tell me how I knew; in real life I can barely tell my right 

from my left. But, hey, it was a dream and in dreams the rules are different. 

I was clutching the rail for dear life, dressed only in my pyjamas. It was blowing a gale and 

raining buckets, and I was soaked to the skin. A sailor raced past me yelling, “We’re breached 

and taking on water. Man the lifeboat.” I tried to follow but my hands were glued to the rail. As 

I stood there struggling to rip my hands free, more sailors ran past me. I could see the slit 

where the life boat was supposed to be – there was only one – but someone had already 

lowered it. As I watched, a single sailor jumped off the ship and into the lifeboat and rowed 

away, leaving the rest, myself included, to go down with the ship.

I took a last gasping breath as the ship pitched downwards into the sea - and woke up. The 

window was open and the night was clear and dry but I was soaked to the skin and my bedding 

was wet and smelled of seawater. When I turned on the light there was a newspaper beside my 

bed with the headline, “Sailor Found Safe after Two Weeks at Sea.” 

           That was yesterday. Last night I had the same dream but when I woke up my 

mouth was full of water and there was a poem about a lost ship stuck to my bedroom wall with 

a dagger. I turned and spit the water out. A piece of me was yelling, "Not on the sheets!" while 

the other piece was gibbering, "This can't be happening." I was so terrified that it took me half 

an hour to stop shaking. At least my girlfriend is off visiting her mother; I’d hate to have to 

explain all this to her. 

I live in an apartment on the fifth floor and there’s a guard in the lobby. Just out of 

paranoia I checked the front door; it was still locked. I looked out all the windows to make sure 

nobody had propped a ladder against the building and climbed in. Nothing. The whole thing is 

impossible. I ran my fingers through what was left of my hair and tried desperately to think. 
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Perhaps I should go to the police. 

Lost at Sea

The ship sailed east for twenty day

But never reached the shore

It sailed on though hope was gone

For twice times twenty more

The ship itself was lost at sea

And swallowed by the foam

Of all the sailors only one

Remained to make it home

The others sank into the deep

With seaweed in their hair

While those at home were left to weep

And wonder, if they dare:

Why of the sailors only one

Had made it safe to land
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If he some dirty deed had done

Which will revenge demand?

After I read the poem I felt worse than ever but my brain was numb and I couldn’t figure 

out what to do. I bundled up the bedding and took it down to the basement to put it into the 

wash, then I stuck the newspaper, the poem, and the dagger in my briefcase and went off to 

work, forgetting about the new metal detector in the lobby. What can I say? My brain was 

paralyzed. 

I walked into the lobby and stopped before the new security gate we all have to pass 

through now; it looked just like the ones at the airport. I handed my briefcase to the guard and 

stepped through. 

“Mel, what’s with the knife? Halloween isn’t till October.” Fortunately, the guard is a 

friend of mine. Still, I could hear everyone behind me shifting from foot to foot impatiently. 

“Sam, you wouldn’t believe it. Hell, I don’t believe it myself.” I told him the whole story; I 

even showed him the paper. I hoped he would laugh it off, but no such luck; He skimmed the 

article, then did a double take. 

“Mel, buddy, this is next week’s paper.” 

“What? Gimme that.” I snatched it back. Sure enough, it was next week’s Shipping News. 

Now I felt dumb on top of everything else. 

“They’re still looking for the ship,” Sam added conversationally. “Maybe you should take 

this to the harbourmaster and tell them where to look.” He handed me back the paper and the 

poem. “I’ll need to keep the dagger. You can collect it on the way out.” 

“Thanks.” I tried to slink off as quietly as I could, hoping everyone else would ignore it, 

but, alas, it was not to be. As I waited for the elevator my boss, Jim, tapped me on the shoulder. 
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“Mel, let me see that paper.” 

“Huh?”

“I was behind you.” Jim held out his hand. 

“It’s next week’s,” I mumbled. 

“All the better.” We rode up to the office and hung up our coats. Jim sat down at his desk 

and read the article once, then read it again. I stood around feeling half foolish and half 

terrified, staring down at Jim’s full head of white hair. I was too nervous go get a cup of coffee 

from the coffee maker in the corner as I usually did and much too nervous to go sit down at my 

own desk. 

“There’s this, too.” I handed Jim the poem. He pursed his lips as he read it. 

“Do you recognize the author?” 

“No, I don’t, but I assume it’s about that old wreck that’s supposed to have gone down off 

the coast.” 

“So what do we do now?” 

“Get your coat.” Jim handed me back the paper and the poem, and I put them both back 

in my briefcase. “We have a vested interest in this; we have cargo on that ship and it's a couple 

of weeks overdue.” 

“Where are we going?” 

“To the harbour to get a boat. The coast guard will never believe this.” 

“I’m not sure I do either,” I mumbled. “How are we going to get a boat? And where’s it 

going to go?” 
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“From my brother.” Jim’s brother ran charters, day trips mostly for tourists who wanted 

to get in a little fishing. Jim didn’t bother to tell me where we were going once we got in the 

boat. 

“Maybe he’s out at sea or something,” I said hopefully. I couldn’t believe Jim was taking 

this seriously; he’d always seemed like such a rational guy. 

“No, he told me this morning things were slow and he didn't have a charter today.” Jim 

searched my face as we rode down the elevator. “Are you sure you’re all right?” 

I shrugged. How all right can you be when something like that happens? Either someone 

went to a lot of trouble to set me up, or…I didn’t want to think about the alternative. 

I had forgotten all about the dagger but as we were passing through the lobby Sam 

stopped me and handed it back. 

“And leave it at home next time, please, Mel,” Sam almost pleaded. “You could get into 

big trouble over this.” 

Of course, I said nothing; I was hoping there isn’t going to be a next time. 

Jim called his brother, Ron, on his cell phone on the way down to the docks. By the time 

we got there, Ron and his crew were ready and eager to go. I figured that they were just 

looking for an excuse to get out of the harbour. 

“Are you sure you want to get involved in a crazy situation like this?” I couldn’t help 

asking as Jim and I climbed aboard the boat. 

“Hell, it beats sitting around here,” Ron shrugged. “Who knows, we might find something. 

How did you come by this mysterious information?” 

“You won’t believe this,” I said, then told Ron about the dream, the poem, the wet bed –

the whole nine yards. It sounded crazier and crazier. 
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“And you have this paper?”

           “Back at the office, in my briefcase,” I sighed. I envisioned several boring hours getting 

out to the middle of nowhere and several more coming back again. It would probably be cold 

out as sea, too, and all I had was the trench coat I’d worn to the office. 

“I do have this, though,” I said, handing Ron the dagger. 

“Mel, this dagger is an heirloom – it’s worth a lot of money.” 

“Are you sure?” 

“Yes, I collect old knives.” 

“Keep it. My pleasure.” I tried not to shudder. 

“Thanks. I won’t forget this.” 

“I’m hoping I will,” I muttered. Ron gave me a funny look. 

It was a long, cold ride. Ron and Jim spent most of it arguing about just where to look as 

Ron wanted to start with the ship’s last known location and Jim held out for his pet theory on 

where the old ship went down. I wanted to tell the two of them to shut up and pick a spot 

already.

“They’re predicting a storm there later tonight, Jimbo. It’s dangerous.” 

“That just reinforces my claim. The ship is there,” Jim insisted, pointing to the map.

“Why would it be so far off course?” 

We can ask them when we get there. I figure they were trying to salvage that old wreck.” 

“Assuming you’re even right about where it went down.” 

“Trust me, I’m right.” 
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Finally Ron gave up and we spent the last couple of hours with Jim and Ron not speaking 

and the weather getting colder and colder. We did finally find the ship, though, and Ron 

grudgingly called the coast guard.

It took a while but finally the coast guard came and took over. I expected them to grill us 

about just why we were there but they were too busy looking after the formerly lost ship. I 

heard bits of conversation involving things like “smuggling” and “evading duties.” Jim looked 

pleased, Ron acted like he'd expected to find the ship the whole time, while I was too cold and 

hungry to really care. 

We rode back in silence; Jim was smug, Ron was pouting, I was cold and miserable. I was 

glad to get off the boat and onto the shore where it was decently warm again and the ground 

stayed in one place. 

By the time we got back to the office it was after seven and I was starving. I grabbed my 

briefcase and was about to leave when Jim put his hand on my shoulder. 

“Let’s have a look at that paper again.” 

I took it out, then did a double take. The headline now read, 

“Ship Safe with All Aboard.” Jim’s brother, Ron, was quoted as saying, “I just had a feeling 

it might be there.” My name didn’t appear anywhere.

"I wonder what would have happened if we'd ignored the whole thing?" 

"Don't try it. Bad things happen. Look what happened to Jack."

Jack was my predecessor in this job. He fell off a pier one day when he was checking a 

suspicious cargo and hit his head.

I took a deep breath and let it out. "But you don't know that he got any message." 

"When I went to visit him in the hospital he was moaning about a trick version of The 

Shipping News. I thought he was just crazy at the time." 
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I was freaked. "Couldn't they have sent the paper to you?"

Jim looked uncomfortable. "I think they tried. My wife is a light sleeper and after Jack's 

accident, I caught her a couple of times throwing copies of The Shipping News into the trash in 

the morning. I wanted get hold of them but she always took the trash right out. I guess they 

gave up on me." 

"I hear Jack still hasn't recovered from the head injury." 

"He hasn't. And I'd say that our little experience today proves that however nuts he may 

be now, he was telling the truth about that."

The night was warm but I shivered. Welcome, I said to myself, to the world of tomorrow.
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Welcome Home, my Dear

By Jason R Wallace

Good morning, Mr. Hermes.

Rise and shine and

search for a new pair of kicks,

'cause I need your winged walkers.

Those god- and goddess-types

must have a little patience...

(They watch us kiss and love and punch and lie

after all.)

...so surely they can wait for those

letters to the editor.

While you're hunting for a comforting sole,

I've got to soar on a cool, crisp wind

down to the house of my love 

and sweep her off those earth-huggers 

she calls "feet."

She's got to fly with me

as we stretch toward the sun

and skip a finger or ten

'cross the stratosphere.

We've got to taste a bit of the sky,

a tablespoon of serenity

in shades of utter blue.

We've got to wrap our arms around each other,

clutching clouds of happiness,

hazy, warm and
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"Welcome home, my dear," I'll say

when the ground gets jealous

and a bit too clingy. 


